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Abstract

The Collective El Sindicato, 1976-1979
Intervening in Conceptualism in Latin America

María Teresa Rodríguez, MA
The University of Texas at Austin, 2011

Supervisor: Andrea Giunta

Conceptual practices developed in Colombia towards the end of the 1960s and
into the 1970s. Even a cursory look at surveys of Colombian conceptual art shows that
the collective El Sindicato, active between 1976 and 1979, secured its space in these
accounts with its 1978 work Alacena con zapatos, which won the top prize at the XXVII
Salón Nacional. However, Alacena con zapatos was neither the only, nor the most
significant, contribution of El Sindicato to the development of conceptual practices. The
collective’s rich oeuvre, while concise, was nonetheless remarkable in its interventions
on public spaces as a means for social change. A number of factors have led to the critical
misunderstanding and, ultimately, the historiographical neglect of these interventions.
This thesis problematizes these factors in order to reframe and expand El Sindicato’s role
within the narrative of Colombian art. To elucidate El Sindicato’s contributions, and
v

taking into account that much of Colombian conceptual art remains unknown in the
United States, this thesis also registers Colombia’s artistic field as it stood in the 1970s.
In all, my project situates El Sindicato’s practices within the broader narrative of
Conceptualism as a means to both enrich our understanding of contemporary art in
Colombia and help expand the familiar boundaries of the map of conceptual art.
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Introduction
On November 20, 1978, the jury of the XXVII Salón Nacional de Artes Visuales,
held at Bogotá’s Museo Nacional, pronounced the two winners of the Salon’s grand
prize: the painting Atmósfera by Ana Mercedes Hoyos, and the assemblage Alacena con
zapatos by the group El Sindicato (Figures 1 and 2). Painting and drawing in Colombia
had long held the dominant position within the arts, enjoying a strong tradition of
patronage from collectors and the steady endorsement of both public institutions and
private galleries. Hoyos’ winning work stood along this hegemonic line of creative
investigation, as it manifested a reflection on Color Field painting—a large square
canvas, its internal composition consisting of gradations of white and blue hues. Hoyos,
from Bogotá, was an already established artist in the national scene, and her work at the
Salón received predictable acclaim.1
El Sindicato’s Alacena con zapatos however, with its tattered shoes collected
from the streets of Barranquilla and nailed to an old cupboard, unleashed a fierce debate
in public forums over the official sanctioning of Idea, or Conceptual, art in Colombia.
Indeed, Alacena con zapatos was an affront on multiple levels: it attacked the
fetishization of the art object through its use of discarded materials; the shoes—mostly
work boots, tennis shoes, and inexpensive canvas or plastic sandals—signified bodies of
the working class, and thus these bodies trespassed the sanctity of the elite museum
space; the work was by artists from Barranquilla, a periphery of the national artistic
discourse in 1970s Colombia; and finally, these artists worked collectively, a novel
approach during this time, condemning the art world’s cultivation of individualism and

1

“La obra expuesta por Ana Mercedes Hoyos se denomina ‘Atmósfera’ y constituye un positivo aporte al
tratamiento del color en óleo.” “Ganadores del Salón Nacional de Artes Visuales.” El Tiempo (Bogotá),
November 21, 1978
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its worship of the so-called artist-genius. However, Alacena was neither the only, nor the
most significant, contribution of El Sindicato to the development of conceptual practices
in Colombia. For El Sindicato’s rich oeuvre, while concise, was nonetheless remarkable
in its interventions on public spaces as a means for social change.
The collective El Sindicato emerged in Barranquilla in 1976 with members
Antonio Arrieta, Alberto del Castillo, Ramiro Gómez, Carlos Restrepo, and Luis Stand.
Eventually, when Arrieta and Stand left the country, artists Efraín Arrieta and Aníbal
Tobón would take their place. The group’s focus was to experiment with art in order to
more actively engage with and change social, economic, and political realities.
Conceptual strategies, which had taken root in Colombia since the late 1960s, became
their tool through which to carry out their experimentations. Fueled by their youthful
energy and the zeitgeist of revolution, in just two years the collective created a
multiplicity of works that spanned installations, environments, performances, and art
actions.
While these seemingly followed a number of directions, one distinct thread
weaves throughout their oeuvre: that of intervention. An intervention marks a deliberate
interference on a site and its corresponding social relations to alter the course of such
relations. My definition of intervention builds on that of Rosalyn Deutsche, who was
among the first to theorize the term extensively. In her analyses of art created for and
within public spaces, Deutsche distinguished between assimilative and interruptive
models of practices—the former seeking to harmoniously integrate itself with its
surrounding environment, while the latter seeks to critically intervene the existing order
of a given site.2 My framing of the term, however, encompasses not only altering
2

These distinctions are also elaborated by Miwon Kwon in “One Place after Another: Notes on Site
Specificity,” October 80 (Spring 1997): 86. See also Rosalyn Deutsche, “Tilted Arc and Uses of Public
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physical space but also interposing on theoretical and ideological realms. El Sindicato
intervened on the cityscape as well as on institutional spaces, whether it was turning a
gallery into a forest of dead leaves, staging a massacre of simulated bodies at a busy city
intersection, orchestrating a gathering of disparate social groups, or barricading a
commercial gallery. In myriad ways these works transgressed traditional norms of art,
trespassed on public space, interfered with hegemonic political and historical discourses,
and brazenly enlisted their audience’s participation. The analytical term of intervention
serves to speak to all these different operations. It also introduces El Sindicato own role
within artistic production in Colombia, for the collective intervened in the narrative of
Conceptualism as it had been developing towards the mid-1970s.
Even a cursory look at surveys of Colombian conceptual art shows that El
Sindicato secured its space in these historiographical accounts with Alacena con zapatos.
The rest of the group’s work, however, has been relegated to footnotes and mentions in
passing. A number of factors have led to the critical misunderstanding and, ultimately,
the historiographical neglect of the rest of El Sindicato’s work. In the volatile context of
1970s Colombia, El Sindicato strove to create socially constructive art while evading
particular political ideologies. As such, not only did its work do away with all references
to traditional media, but it also set aside the didactic or propagandistic political content
expected from so-called “committed” art. Additionally, El Sindicato’s work does not fit
neatly into the narrative of conceptual art as it developed towards the mid-1970s in
Colombia, which consisted mostly of graphic and linguistic investigations. The artists
constituting this vein—including Bernardo Salcedo, Antonio Caro, and Jorge Posada—
created confrontational works that varied greatly in conceptualization and execution, but
Space,” Design Book Review, no.23 (Winter 1992): 22-27, and “Uneven development: Public Art in New
York City,” October 47 (Winter 1988): 3-52
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were fundamentally text-based and embedded in the gallery space. These works
increasingly enjoyed institutional support, finding high-profile platforms in prominent
exhibitions like the Exposición Panamericana and the Bienal Americana de Artes
Gráficas, in Cali, or the Bienal Coltejer in Medellín. With its discarded materials,
plurality of modes, and ephemeral quality, El Sindicato’s work greatly differed from the
prevalent conceptual techniques.
Furthermore, as with much ephemeral art little, if any, visual documentation
remains of El Sindicato’s interventions. The dearth of iconic images to represent them
further made it so that El Sindicato’s contributions other than Alacena would go routinely
omitted in the narrative of Colombian conceptual art. Whereas contemporaneous art
criticism and initial overviews of these practices—like Álvaro Barrios article “El arte
como idea en Barranquilla,” published in 1978 in the journal Re-vista de arte y
arquitectura and Eduardo Márceles Daconte’s “El arte conceptual se toma el Salón
Nacional,” also published in 1978 in the newspaper El Espectador—analyzed El
Sindicato’s interventions extensively, the first thorough survey of 1970s art in Colombia,
Eduardo Serrano’s “Los años setentas: y el arte en Colombia,” published in Re-vista de
arte y arquitectura in 1981, solely focuses on Alacena, setting the tone for the
collective’s treatment in surveys to follow: for instance, Cien años de arte colombiano,
1886-1986, from 1985—also by Serrano—and the exhibition and text Colombia, Años
70, Revista al arte colombiano, organized by John Castles and Carmen María Jaramillo
in 2002, both only emphasize Alacena and leave the rest of the collective’s work behind.
Other works like Álvaro Barrios’ Orígenes del arte conceptual en Colombia, a collection
of interviews with Colombian conceptual artists and, perhaps ironically, Beatriz
González’s “Espectador de un funeral, 1970-1980,” an overview of the Salón Nacional
during said decade, delve more into El Sindicato’s oeuvre, yet their analyses remain at a
4

superficial level. Only Gina McDaniel Tarver’s “Intrepid Iconoclasts and Ambitious
Institutions: Early Colombian Conceptual Art and Its Antecedents, 1961–1975” and
Ivonne Pini’s “Arte y política en Colombia (de mediados de la década de 1970 a la de los
ochenta),” devote more than a paragraph to the collective’s interventions.3
By recollecting El Sindicato’s interventions in this thesis I not only seek to enrich
our understanding of contemporary art in Colombia, but I also join a larger initiative in
the historiography of art in Latin America: the re-evaluation of the map of conceptual art.
For decades the art historical canon solely recognized as Conceptual Art that selfidentified movement which emerged in the United States and Europe after Minimalism.
This movement’s emphasis on the artist’s intention and on linguistic propositions—
represented by the tautological works of artists like Joseph Kosuth and Lawrence
Weiner—certainly had vast reverberations in contemporary art. Artists throughout Latin
America in the 1960s and 1970s also experimented with reformulating artistic practice
with an emphasis on the conceptual rather than on the aesthetic. However, as opposed to
the Americans and Europeans, Latin American artists like El Sindicato focused on the
behavior of art, on the artwork’s active relations with the larger social milieu. In other
words, these artists attempted to redefine the possibilities for art to engage with and
change social, economic, and political realities. A multitude of terms gained currency in
Colombia in the 1970s to refer to these works: “idea art,” “systems art,” “art of concept,”
“conceptual art,” and “non-object art,” to name a few. Many of these artists did not align
3

See Eduardo Serrano, Cien años de arte colombiano, 1886-1986 (Bogotá: Museo de Arte Moderno de
Bogotá, 1985), Carmen María Jaramillo, Colombia, Años 70, Revista al arte colombiano (Bogotá: Alcaldía
Mayor de Bogotá/Academia Superior de Artes, 2003), Álvaro Barrios, Orígenes del arte conceptual en
Colombia (Bogotá: Alcaldía Mayor de Bogotá, 2000), Beatriz González, “Espectador de un funeral, 19701980,” in Marca Registrada: Salón Nacional de Artistas; tradición y vanguardia en el arte colombiano
(Bogotá: Editorial Planeta Colombia, 2006), 121-138, Gina McDaniel Tarver, “Intrepid Iconoclasts and
Ambitious Institutions: Early Colombian Conceptual Art and Its Antecedents, 1961–1975” (PhD diss., The
University of Texas at Austin, 2008), and Ivonne Pini, “Arte y política en Colombia (de mediados de la
decada de 1970 a la de los ochenta),” Ensayos. Historia y teoría del arte 10 (2005): 193-227.
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themselves with their American or European contemporaries, or even know about them.
Indeed, use of conceptual strategies here was often an instinctive recourse borne out of
local circumstances, rather than the tautological theorization of art.
Some scholars have opted to use “Conceptualism” as a term to retrospectively
analyze these practices and transcend the geographic and stylistic limitations posed by the
term Conceptual Art. This term was first developed by artist Luis Camnitzer and
expounded upon in the seminal exhibition he organized with Jane Farver, and Rachel
Weiss, Global Conceptualism: Point of Origin 1950s-1980s from 1999:
It is important to delineate a clear distinction between conceptual art as a term
used to denote an essentially formalist practice developed in the wake of
minimalism, and conceptualism, which broke decisively from the historical
dependence of art on physical form an its visual apperception. Conceptualism […]
reimagined the possibilities of art vis-à-vis the social, political, and economic
realities within which it was being made.4
My analysis of El Sindicato adheres to this view of Conceptualism as an analytical
category; like curator Mari Carmen Ramírez also states, of Conceptualism as “a strategy
of antidiscourses whose evasive tactics call into question both the fetishization of art and
its systems of production and distribution in late capitalist society.”5 As a strategy,
Conceptualism then serves to encompass the multitude of practices emerging in Latin
America in the 1960s and 1970s, and to productively analyze El Sindicato’s oeuvre.6
Given that most research involving Conceptualism in Latin America so far has focused
on Buenos Aires, Rosario, and Rio de Janeiro, my own re-mapping efforts also aim to
4

Luis Camnitzer, Jane Farver, and Rachel Weiss, “Foreword,” in Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin
(New York: Queens Museum of Art, 1999), vii
5 Mari Carmen Ramírez, “Tactics for thriving on Adversity: Conceptualism in Latin America, 1960-1980,”
in Global Conceptualism: Point of Origin 1950s–1980s, 53
6 As I am retrospectively looking at El Sindicato through the lens of Conceptualism, I must clarify here two
terms: my use of “Conceptual” directly refers to the movement that developed in the United States and
Europe. In contrast, I use the adjective “conceptual” for those practices and strategies employed by Latin
American artists between the 1960s and 1980s, including Colombians like El Sindicato.
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bring attention to conceptual practices in Colombia, where they also thrived. Colombian
Conceptualism remains, on the most part, uncharted territory, with only a handful of
studies developed and published mostly within Colombia itself.7 Using this analytical
category of Conceptualism, I hope to situate El Sindicato within the broader scope of art
in Latin America, while elucidating the collective’s antidiscursive operations within its
particular local context.
To analyze El Sindicato’s conceptual innovations, one must necessarily register
Colombia’s artistic field in the 1970s. Therefore, this thesis rests on the framework
developed by Pierre Bourdieu in The Rules of Art: Genesis and Structure of the Literary
Field. To fully demonstrate those innovations I first begin with a contextualization of the
emergence of conceptual practices in Colombia between 1969-1975. Central figures of
this period critically examined politics, the economy, and social problems through
conceptual maneuvers in their work. However, as I have briefly mentioned, this
experimentation of the first half of the decade remained rooted in object-based, graphic
and linguistic investigations. El Sindicato continued this course of social and institutional
critique, yet it chose to undertake interventions that would directly engage the
surrounding urban fabric.
Chapter two traces the second phase of Colombian Conceptualism, which spans
the years 1976 through 1981.8 This phase saw the emergence of El Sindicato, as well as
the consolidation of institutional support of conceptual practices. In this chapter I delve
into El Sindicato’s initial projects in order to underline its working process. I must add
here that my analysis of Conceptualism adheres to the demarcation of 1981 as an

7
8

See note 3
My analysis follows Tarver’s periodization of Conceptualism in “Intrepid Iconoclasts,” 37-38
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endpoint.9 This year marks the culmination of Conceptualism in Colombia with the
simultaneous occurrence of the IV Bienal de Arte Coltejer and the I Coloquio de Arte No
Objetual y de Arte Urbano in Medellín. These events point to a shift in Colombia’s
artistic field in regards to the creation, reception, and criticism of art. While conceptual
practices trickled through to art made after 1981, artists and critics alike progressively
diminished their emphasis on the term “conceptual” or its related forms in Colombian
discourse (“idea art,” “art of systems,” et al). Colombian society at large also underwent
significant changes after 1981, with the end of the presidency of Julio César Turbay
Ayala and the rise of the era of drug trafficking. Upon my overview of the Colombian
artistic field in the 1970s, what I hope to demonstrate in this first section is that
Colombian artistic production consisted in a plurality of forms and modes, and while
Conceptualism gained traction, hegemonic traditions like painting and the graphic arts
also remained strong.
The second section of my thesis focuses on four of El Sindicato’s interventions:
Aguinaldos, Violencia, Barricada, and Alacena con zapatos. My analysis weaves in
Colombian history during this time, for context is not only relevant but constitutive of
these works. Upon the radicalization of Colombia’s public sphere in the late 1970s, El
Sindicato sought to reformulate the strategies of Conceptualism to adequately respond to
repression and marginalization in the city. With these four interventions, El Sindicato
enacted a conceptual practice with a sociological perspective that addressed the
multiplicity of audiences of a complex urban environment like Barranquilla’s.
Although the group never photographed its own works, Carlos Restrepo, Efraín
Arrieta, and Aníbal Tobón kept archives of documents related to these works and their
9
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reception. Newspaper photographs and articles, as well as the artists’ writings and
additional secondary sources serve to reconstruct the works.10 El Sindicato’s archives
include praising as well as scathing reviews, making for a richer understanding of its
contemporaneous social as well as artistic values and preconceptions. The 1970s in
Colombia were certainly a period of extreme change in all spheres of society, and these
archives act as a microcosm or cross section of the issues at stake for Colombians during
this time. Indeed, to borrow from Pierre Bourdieu, El Sindicato serves as a “synchronic
slice” of Colombia in the 1970s11; an analysis of its work therefore reveals intertwined
narratives of social unrest, of the rise of Colombia’s peripheries vis-à-vis Bogotá, and of
experimental art and its legitimization.
It is impossible to fully replicate, in any historiographical endeavor, the events of
the past. In truth, as scholar Miguel A. López states,
We do not recover the past in order to make it exist as a bundle of skeletons, but
to disturb the orders and assurances of the present. The task of reintegrating the
subversive component of whatever we happen to be historicizing […] is a
question of making the event spill over and break down established modes of
thinking about the past and the future.12
There only a handful of Conceptual artists in Colombia, yet their works had deep
reverberations then as well as in contemporary practices. As a contemporary scholar
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My main primary sources come from Arrieta and Tobón archives, as they are the most comprehensive. I
have been able to access complete copies of all three through Gina McDaniel Tarver, to whom the artists
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11 In his evaluation of the autonomous artistic field, Pierre Bourdieu states, “The history which I have tried
to reconstruct in its most decisive phases by using a series of synchronic slices leads to the establishment of
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Symbolic Goods,” in The Rules of Art: Genesis and Structure of the Literary Field (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1995), 141
12 Miguel A. López, “How Do We Know What Latin American Conceptualism Looks Like?,” Afterall,
no.23 (Spring 2010), accessed March 20, 2011,
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analyzing these works retrospectively I seek to reactivate these dormant histories,
projecting them to the present in an attempt to further destabilize the art historical canon.

10

THE SCAFFOLDING FOR EL SINDICATO
Chapter 1: Early Conceptualism in Colombia, 1968-1975
It is crucial to first map the origins of Conceptualism in Colombia—those artists,
critics, and institutions that were its protagonists—so as to then properly trace El
Sindicato’s contributions to the shift that takes place after 1975. My analysis here is, of
course, a high-level overview of this period. My main objective in this chapter is threefold: to illustrate that Conceptualism in Colombia was an internal development and not a
foreign import; to map those institutions and relations that made possible the emergence
and growth of Conceptualism; and to demonstrate how the early phase of Conceptualism
(1968-1975) remained mostly rooted in object-based and mostly graphic or linguistic
investigations.13
Conceptual art in Colombia developed later than in other regions, reaching its
maturity in the 1970s. Many scholars and critics of contemporary art in Colombia now
place the origins of Conceptualism there in 1968, with the December opening of the
exhibition Espacios ambientales at the Museo de Arte Moderno de Bogotá (MAMBO)
(Figure 3).14 Curated by the Argentine critic and MAMBO director Marta Traba,
Espacios ambientales introduced an art that focused on the relationship between the work
and its surrounding space. Most notably, these works distinctively relied on the
spectator’s participation as an integral part of their realization. As Marta Traba expressed
in the Bogotá newspaper El Espectador days after it opened, the exhibition was meant as
13

I owe much of my analysis in this chapter to the work of Gina McDaniel Tarver, whose doctoral
dissertation singularly traces early Conceptualism in Colombia and demonstrates how Colombian artists
Feliza Bursztyn, Beatriz González, and Bernardo Salcedo are the predecessors of this movement in the
country. See Gina McDaniel Tarver, “Intrepid Iconoclasts and Ambitious Institutions: Early Colombian
Conceptual Art and Its Antecedents, 1961–1975.”
14 See Álvaro Barrios, Orígenes, Jaramillo, Colombia, años 70, revista al arte colombiano, 7, and Ivonne
Pini, “Arte y política en Colombia (de mediados de la decada de 1970 a la de los ochenta),” 183.
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“an attack on the passivity of the public[…]it also is the maximum attempt to lure it. We
can no longer say that a radical change has affected art and the spectator-artwork
relationship. This must be demonstrated.”15
Traba commissioned artists like Álvaro Barrios, Feliza Bursztyn, Bernardo
Salcedo, Santiago Cárdenas, and Ana Mercedes Hoyos to each create immersive
environments throughout the museum. While little visual documentation of the exhibition
survives, Álvaro Barrios’ descriptions included in his survey on Colombian
Conceptualism serve to partially reconstruct the works.16 On the first floor, Cárdenas’
Espacios Negativos consisted of an empty gray room with a trompe l’oeil electrical cable
painted on the wall that connected to the real cable of an iron placed on the floor. On the
second floor, Feliza Bursztyn’s Siempre acostada consisted of a dark room with eleven
motorized metal sculptures. Dramatically lit, the sculptures also created an aural
environment by emitting sounds as they moved and jerked. Ana Mercedes Hoyos’s work
Sobre blanco, sobre blanco, sobre blanco was also on the second floor, and consisted of a
wooden labyrinth of narrow passageways with an unexpected window opening that
displayed a “tableaux to do with mail and a slide projection of landscapes.”17 Meanwhile,
on the third floor was Álvaro Barrios’s Pasatiempo con luz intermitente, comprising an
entirely red space with red walls, floors and ceiling. This environment resembled an
auditorium, with chairs facing a stage on which a pair of white floating hands, a folding
15

“La exposición es un ataque a la pasividad del público pero también es el máximo esfuerzo por atraerlo.
No se puede seguir diciendo que se ha operado en el arte y en la relación espectador-obra de arte un cambio
radical. Hay que demostrarlo.” Marta Traba, “Recordando con ira,” Magazín de El Espectador (Bogotá),
December 15, 1968, as quoted in Ivone Pini, “Arte y política en Colombia (de mediados de la decada de
1970 a la de los ochenta),” Ensayos. Historia y teoría del arte 10 (2005). Unless otherwise noted, all
translations from the Spanish are my own.
16 See Álvaro Barrios, “El ‘Homenaje a Dante’ y la exposición de ‘Espacios Ambientales’,” in Orígenes,
17-19
17 Tarver, 56. Barrios rather obliquely describes “an unexpected illuminated window opening that allowed
large mail envelopes to enter.” I have chosen to quote Tarver’s clearer description.
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chair, and a colossal ball of rolled-up comic strips formed a static, surreal scene. The
back of each chair also had red bulbs that flashed continuously. In contrast, Salcedo did
not construct an environment; rather, he turned a pristine, white bathroom of the museum
into his work through the gesture of placing a wall label next to the bathroom door, and a
doll in the bathroom’s sink.
This was the first time that this type of art was seen in Colombia, and it
predictably drew much attention.18 Unforeseen by Traba and the artists, however, was the
ensuing attack and partial destruction of the exhibition during the early morning hours
following its opening. A group of students of the Universidad Nacional who had
protested the opening later trespassed and vandalized the exhibition, proclaiming that art
should be for the people and not for the bourgeoisie.19 The MAMBO at the time was
situated on the campus of the Universidad Nacional, a locus of protests in the late 1960s.
Thus the student protesters felt the immediate need to attack an art they perceived to be
deliberately turning its back on the troubled Colombian context. Traba responded to these
acts in El Espectador in her characteristically vehement prose:
I worry that these experiences of knowledge, meant to enrich the capacity of
vision and comprehension of the educated man, may be considered by a certain
section of students as a sign of indifference to the problems of the Colombian
people. It is difficult for one to admit that they do not realize that the way out of
underdevelopment, regardless of the political situation that the country may be
in— capitalism or socialism, authoritarianism or popular revolution—can only be
achieved through multiple routes, that at the same time that literacy is fostered, it
is necessary to stimulate a creative culture, that at the same time that sewers are
built museums must be habilitated, and that any other conduct favors the
economic, cultural and political status quo reigning in Colombia since colonial
times.20
18

Tarver quotes some of the reactions in the Bogotá news: “Madness…, very unusual…, incredible…,
magnificent…, extraordinary…, a good experiment…, absurd… This is contemporary art!” Tarver, 56
19 Barrios, Orígenes, 18
20 “Me preocupa que tales experiencias de conocimiento, destinadas a enriquecer la capacidad de visión y
de comprensión del hombre culto, puedan ser consideradas por cierto sector de estudiantes como una
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Traba’s statement is certainly loaded, yet it points to a larger debate that loomed in
Colombia for the next several years over the ways in which art could be socially
committed or could be able to engage in political critique; if, say, in contrast to
neofiguration, an art with a conceptual foundation like the environments of Espacios
ambientales could be capable of reflecting upon the Colombian context and of having
any critical reach within its audience. Indeed, long accustomed to the traditional
approaches to painting, drawing and printmaking, the Colombian artistic field was rather
slow in opening itself to new artistic formulations. However, the work of three particular
artists came to open grounds for new strategies of expression, thus paving the way for the
Conceptualism that took root in the country in the 1970s. Traba had propelled the early
career of these three artists, and included their work in Espacios ambientales: Feliza
Bursztyn, Beatriz González, and Bernardo Salcedo.
I must emphasize, however, that Traba herself did not support or push towards the
development of conceptual art. Ever the high modernist, she was unrelenting against the
emergence of conceptual practices in Latin America, in large part because of their
rejection of formalism and aesthetic autonomy. For Traba, the true artist was to be
“eminently apolitical, asocial, disinterested in the contingent, a being that is in the midst
of history as a disquieting island and for whom words like progress, civilization, justice,
have no meaning whatsoever.”21 Having arrived in Colombia in 1954, Traba was an
institution in the Colombian artistic field into the late 1960s, a towering figure with vast
muestra de indiferencia hacia los problemas del pueblo colombiano. Es difícil admitir que no comprendan
que la salida del subdesarrollo, en cualquier situación politica que viva el país, capitalismo o socialismo,
autoritarismo o revolución popular, no puede hacerse sino por vías múltiples, que al mismo tiempo que se
alfabetiza hay que estimular una cultura en el orden creativo, que al mismo tiempo que se hacen
alcantarillados hay que habilitar museos y que cualquier otra conducta favorece el statu quo económico,
cultural y político reinante en Colombia desde la Colonia.” Traba, “Reflexión después de la batalla,” El
Espectador (Bogotá), December 22, 1968, as quoted in Pini, 184
21 Traba, “El genio anti-servil,” Intermedio [El Tiempo] (Bogotá), June 26, 1956
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cultural capital. She served as a university professor of art history, published regular
columns of art criticism in the Colombian news, and founded the art journal Prisma in
1957, the only art journal in Colombia other than abstract painter Judith Márquez’s
Plástica.22 She also hosted her own television shows on Colombia’s Televisora Nacional
(“Una visita a los museos” and “El ABC del Arte” from 1955 to 1957, then “El ciclo de
conferencias” and “Curso de Historia del Arte” in 1958), teaching the Colombian public
about modern art.23 She helped found Colombia’s first permanent, non-commercial venue
for modern art, the MAMBO, of which she was named director in 1962. She also briefly
owned her own gallery in Bogotá, from 1968 to 1969. The MAMBO, however, was
Traba’s main platform until her departure from the country in 1969, and it was there that
she formulated the modernist rubric by which Colombian art was to be valued and
promoted.
In the 1950s and early 1960s Traba rejected the nationalist modernism inherited
from Mexican muralism, as practiced by Colombian artists like Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo
(Figure 4). In contrast, her strong inclination towards internationalism at the time led her
to champion the careers of abstract painters Guillermo Wiedemann, Alejandro Obregón,
and Eduardo Ramírez Villamizar, as well as that of sculptor Edgar Negret (Figures 5, 6,
7, and 8).24 As scholar Florencia Bazzano-Nelson has illustrated, Traba tended to distrust
Pop art, Conceptual art, and Happenings, which she considered as examples of
“‘aesthetic deterioration’ and associated exclusively—and erroneously—with the United
States.”25 Additionally, Traba contended that these modes of expression were neither
22
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relevant nor suitable for responding to the underdeveloped context of countries like
Colombia.26 Traba eventually developed these postulations into a theory of resistance that
anchors her widely known 1973 book, Dos décadas vulnerables en las artes plásticas
latinoamericanas: 1950–1970. As such, her prominence in Colombia made it so that
conceptual strategies were slow to take off there, crystallizing only years after her
departure. Ironically, however, as Gina Tarver explicates in her study of early Colombian
Conceptualism, before Traba left she helped pave the way for the development of
Conceptualism by legitimizing the early works of Feliza Bursztyn, Beatriz González, and
Bernardo Salcedo. As I will discuss below, starting in the early 1960s these artists
introduced elements that were to become the cornerstones of early Colombian
Conceptualism: the use of “non-art” or discarded materials, the activation of the
spectator-artwork relationship, the incorporation of popular culture, the subversion of
historical and political narratives, explorations into new modes like installation art, and
the experimentation with text.

PREDECESSORS TO CONCEPTUALISM
Feliza Bursztyn
Feliza Bursztyn (1933-1982) was a sculptor born and based in Bogotá whose
oeuvre radically challenged notions of beauty. In 1961 she began creating and exhibiting
her now-famous chatarras, or junk sculptures. The chatarras consisted of groupings of
assorted metal items like nuts, screws, and small sheets of metal usually welded around a
vertical axis (Figure 9). Her pieces gradually became more complex as she submitted the
materials to diverse alterations, twisting, cutting and positioning these in increasingly
26
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irregular—even erratic—forms. In Mirando al norte, a mass of metal rods seems to be
suspended in a state of explosion, jutting out towards the observer (Figure 10). The
sculpture dramatically stands at an adult human scale, imposing its chaotic amalgam of
textures on the spectator and the exhibition space.
Bursztyn won the top prize for sculpture with Mirando al norte in the 1965 XVII
Salón de Artistas Nacionales, the foremost venue and competition for Colombian artists.
The Salón served as the indicator of the state of artistic practice and discourse in
Colombia, with its tops prizes awarding works considered to be exemplary of their
contemporaneous practices. Neofigurative artists like Alejandro Obregón, Carlos
Granada, and Pedro Alcántara naturally figured among the winners of the Salón during
the early 1960s. However, the 1965 Salón stood out as a rupture in Colombia’s artistic
narrative, marking a sharp generational break from the old “masters” by awarding young
artists who represented an aesthetic transformation taking place in Colombia: while
Bursztyn won the sculpture prize, Normán Mejía won the top prize for painting with his
La horrible mujer castigadora (Figure 11). The Salón also awarded special mentions to
emerging artists Carlos Rojas and Beatríz González (Figures 12 and 13). Taken together,
these works stylistically do not present a cohesive aesthetic. What these works shared
was a dialectical confrontation against the established order, in their conscious mediation
on the relationship between the work and the viewer.
Bursztyn’s work with junk materials confronted traditional notions of beauty and
opened new possibilities for materials and expression. These pieces challenged the
viewer and demanded a rejection of rationalism in favor of a phenomenological
approach. In fact, phenomenology was central to her Histéricas works from 1967 and
1968, some of which formed part of Espacios ambientales (Figure 14). At first glance
these objects appear to be three-dimensional free-form drawings or doodles, with their
17

strips of metal arranged in irregular organic forms. Attaching a motor to the metal strips,
Bursztyn instead created kinetic sculptures that jerked and clanked continuously,
unleashing a cacophony in the exhibition space. Through sound and movement Bursztyn
therefore destabilized the sculptural medium and distinctively involved the spectator
within the work by introducing the element of time. Kinetic art, discarded materials, antiaesthetic sculpture, and the requisite involvement of the spectator—these were all
unprecedented in Colombian art.

Beatriz González
As previously mentioned, Beatriz González (b.1938—) was one of the new names
incorporated by Traba into the vocabulary of Colombian modern art chiefly through the
1965 Salón. González made this definitive debut on the national stage with her work Los
suicidios del Sisga, an oil painting based on a news photograph of a couple who had
committed suicide by jumping into Bogotá’s Sisga lake (Figure 15). The couple
apparently had taken this photograph moments before jumping into the reservoir.27 Both
images show the couple joining hands while holding a bouquet of flowers. Yet González
appropriated the photograph as it was published in Bogotá’s El Tiempo newspaper and
introduced color to it in monochromatic blocks that lack any tonal gradation. González
also painted the couple’s features using austere forms and simple brush strokes, rendering
a flat and static image. With Los suicidas del Sisga González began her immersion into
Colombia’s popular iconography, the images of which were an inexhaustible source for
her work. The painting’s bright colors, popular references, and inorganic feel all point to
Pop Art. However, in her analyses of González’s work Traba is cautious to distinguish
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González from her North American contemporaries, placing her work not as derivative
but as a parallel materialization of the same international current:
The irreality of Colombia’s iconographic reality, and its profound conservative
and grotesque inclination: the hopeless inefficiency of hierarchical values that are
sustained artificially, [these] are exposed by her work with the same apparent
coolness with which in the United States Lichtenstein expands the ‘comic’ bubble
or Rosenquist enumerates car windshield wipers and tires.28
Traba contended that González’s painterly detachment remained free from the technical
“control” that dominated American Pop Art; for her art came from, and responded to a
local context—a distinct, provincial society. González herself asserted the precedence of
the local in her work: “I am a precursor to a Colombian art, indeed, to a provincial art that
cannot circulate universally except if as a curiosity.”29
González’s paintings keenly confronted constructions of taste by inventively
appropriating local popular imagery and imparting on these a sense of irony. She
integrated elements regarded as “low culture” into a conventional medium of “high
culture,” a medium she further subverted through the use of garish color and flat, even
crude human forms. This conceptualization of the painting medium had far-reaching
effects on Colombia’s artistic production. Most notably, her work opened entirely new
possibilities of visually representing the Colombian context. In fact, as her 1967 works
Apuntes para la historia extensa de Colombia Tomo I and Tomo II manifest, González
sought to intervene in Colombia’s historical narrative and thus formulate a
historiographical critique through her paintings (Figure 16). González based these
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paintings on newspaper photographs of two portraits of Simón Bolívar and Francisco de
Paula Santander, the first president and vice-president, respectively, of the republic of
Colombia. This was a response to Colombians’ renewed interest and reverence of their
national history and heroes, particularly evident in the 1964 release of the multi-tome
Historia Extensa de Colombia.30 Rather than employing the traditional materials of oil
and canvas, González made her version of the portraits using enamel on metal.
Furthermore, she retained the oval surface shape but substituted the originals’ solemn
palate of dark black, red, and gold with bright greens, yellows, reds, and blues. Like Los
suicidas del Sisga, Tomo I and Tomo II’s figures are flat and have minimal detail.
González also omits specific details like the world map that Bolívar holds in the original
painting, making it so that both figures now hold nondescript objects or masses with their
hands. As such, in González’s paintings Bolívar and Santander lose all the traditional
attributes included in the pictorial representation of national idols. The paintings
desecrated the elitist, canonical construction of historical figures by drawing from visual
strategies considered to be in “bad taste”: “the deliberate tastelessness of her works points
out that the national devotion to the cult of revolutionary heroes is on the same level as
other popular national fascinations, like royalty-watching, the worship of beauty queens,
and the preoccupation with tragic love and violent death.”31
Bernardo Salcedo
Bernardo Salcedo (1939-2007) bridges Colombian Conceptualism’s antecedents
and Conceptualism’s early practitioners; for Marta Traba “discovered” Salcedo in 1964
and propelled his early career, the direction of which he then shifted after 1968 towards
30

In Barrios’ interview with González, she remarks that around this time she made several sketches
revolving around this theme, because she “found it so ridiculous all that beatific furor over the founding
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31 Tarver, 120
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conceptual approaches. Salcedo was an architect by training, which most likely informed
his then-unusual approach to making art. Similar to Bursztyn, Salcedo made assemblages
of ordinary, “non-art” materials. His early works employ items like doll parts, spinning
tops, funnels, cranks, and rolling pins (Figures 17 and 18). Yet rather than these
constituting a chaotic mass, Salcedo carefully placed the items within a white box and
arranged them in a formalist manner, clearly paying attention to each object as a form and
to the overall balance of the piece. The uniform white hue applied to each object further
highlights Salcedo’s concern for aesthetics during this time. These assemblages were
neither paintings nor sculptures; hung on the gallery wall, they projected outwards into
space. Salcedo himself did not have a term for them, and neither did the critics in
Colombia at large, who struggled to define and explain them. In response to this, Salcedo
stated in 1966: “They are works. It’s not sculpture. Nor boxes. Nor painting. And even
less architecture. It makes me mad that people say it’s architecture: you can see that they
don’t have the least idea about this….”32 As opposed to Bursztyn’s sculptures—wherein
the constitutive materials shed their original character as she fashioned them into a larger
form—Salcedo’s assemblages relied on the tension between the disparate objects he
placed together; the whole was simply, not more than, the sum of its parts.
Beginning in 1968 Salcedo experimented with conceptual strategies that followed
two general courses: plays on language and installation art. This phase of Salcedo’s
career constituted a watershed in the development of Conceptualism in Colombia, thanks
both to his clever subversions and to the ample news and attention that his works
received. Salcedo experimented with language and installation simultaneously during this
time, and below I will discuss some case studies that highlight those conceptual
32
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maneuvers that most influenced and trickled through Colombia’s artistic practice in the
1970s.
Departing from the neutral white tone of his previous assemblages, Salcedo
imbued the assemblages Autopistas ‘69 and Cajas excitantes with saturated hues of red,
green, and yellow (Figures 19 and 20). Autopistas ‘69 and Cajas excitantes also differed
from Salcedo’s earlier assemblages in their placement and dynamic within the exhibition
space. He installed large wooden arrows that stretched across the floor and jutted out of
boxes installed on the wall, calling for the spectator to negotiate his/her space with the
work. Traba saw these as an art of “invasion,” in the way they transgressed on
“conventional spaces where man lives, and burst into them with an intrepid and
possessive insolence.”33 That Salcedo’s Autopistas and Cajas excitantes physically
encroached on the spectator’s personal space would have significant resonances in
Colombian Conceptualism, particularly in its later phase (1976-1982).
Two other case studies are of consequence to the development of conceptual
installations in Colombia: Cajas elementales, from 1969, and Hectárea de heno, from
1970. Cajas elementales could be seen as a reinvention of his earlier assemblages: using
simple white boxes, Salcedo introduced even more banal materials like rocks, straw and
dirt, all of which were new to Colombian art.34 Often, each box contained a single
element within its glass enclosure, as in Paseo al río, from 1969 (Figure 21). Others held
a miniature environment of dirt, as in Minifundio, from 1969 (Figure 22). While modest
in composition, the Cajas elementales should not be seen as introspective formal
exercises, for these comprised microcosms of Colombian landscapes and engaged with
33
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34 Tarver, 126
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contemporaneous sociopolitical debates. The tiny land holding contained in Minifundio,
for example, adroitly comments on the ineffectual agricultural reforms under President
Carlos Lleras Restrepo, which left little to Colombia’s small-scale farmers.35 The title
Minifundio, the opposite of latifundio or large farming estate, drives Salcedo’s argument
home. As such, Cajas elementales display Salcedo’s keen awareness of the position of art
within the social system, and its need to actively engage with it.
By early 1970 Salcedo was yet to make his definitive statement on Colombian
artistic production. His work then swiftly reached national as well as international
audiences through Medellín’s Bienal Coltejer, where he won the top prize for national
artists with Hectárea de heno (Figure 23).36 This work consisted of a towering pile of
hundreds of large plastic sacks filled with hay, each numbered arbitrarily in a large black
font.37 Salcedo intended for the public to sit on and play with the sacks, making
participation an integral part of the work.38 As a number of scholars have remarked, this
work, along with Caja agraria and Minifundio point to the Colombian government’s
ineffectual political solutions, particularly when addressing the issue of land distribution
and its consequent economic and social disparities.39 This installation proved to be of
great consequence not just because it won a top prize, but because this was the first time
that national and international critics labeled a Colombian work “conceptual”:
“Colombian critics fit Hectárea into an internationally established category because, on
the one hand, that was a way to defend it, but also because it was a way of attempting to
35
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understand something that could not be explained otherwise given that Colombian critics
had not developed a critical language that went beyond formal or aesthetic analysis.”40
Salcedo himself was not interested in labels or in following international trends. For
instance, in a later interview with Álvaro Barrios, Salcedo confirms the conceptual
foundation of Hectárea, yet denies any reference to international conceptual art:
Hectárea was “purely a game without conceptual conceit.”41
Salcedo’s work with language also had significant influence on early Colombian
conceptual artists. His experimentations in this area cover much ground, from the simple
gesture of tacking a wall label to a museum bathroom for Espacios Ambientales, to the
meticulous mathematical operations in Multiplicaciones (Figures 24 and 25). In these two
works, both from 1970, Salcedo “solves” complex multiplications of several digits,
detailing on the page each step. He subsequently signed and displayed these as objects,
calling them graphics or drawings.42 Despite their unusual content, Multiplicaciónes
constitute an irreverent reference to drawing.43 Salcedo’s handwritten calculations are not
particularly streamlined or sterile; simple, preliminary operations dot the right side or
bottom of the page, while other numbers appear crossed out or written over. This was
language as art, and their display in a solo exhibition at the Biblioteca Nacional in
November of 1970 only further legitimized this conceptual approach. Several of
Salcedo’s works from 1970 onwards focused on plays with language, a maneuver that
would have great impact on emerging artists like Antonio Caro.
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SIGNAL SYSTEMS: BIENALES, SALONES & GALLERIES
Before 1968 the Colombian artistic field was still rather provincial, with only a
few institutions—most of these in Bogotá—generating discourse on contemporary art.
Beginning in 1968, however, significant developments took place that, in conjunction
with Espacios ambientales, solidly marked this year as the “beginning” of the seventies
decade and therefore as the point of origin of Conceptualism in Colombia. A burgeoning
of art institutions that truly took off in the 1970s and came to legitimize conceptual
practices began with the inaugurations in 1968 of the Museo de Arte Moderno La
Tertulia in Cali and Medellín’s Bienal Coltejer. Such developments in Cali and
Medellín—and later, in Barranquilla—not only signaled the rise of Colombia’s
“peripheral” cities in the arts, but also opened Colombia’s artistic field to a plurality of
modes of expression.44 Traba’s departure in 1969 had instantly marked the end of an era
for the field. Most importantly, it made room for these alternative formations of
conceptual artists to fully crystallize.
Cali’s Exposición de Artes Gráficas & Bienal Americana de Artes Gráficas
By the 1960s Cali had long been cultivating the graphic arts with its Festival
Nacional de Arte. This festival gradually opened itself to experimental approaches and
international participation; for instance, the 1969 Festival included works by Christo, Sol
LeWitt, and Walter de Maria.45 In 1970, however, Cali propelled its national prominence
in the arts when it organized the Exposición de Artes Gráficas as part of the X Festival
Nacional de Arte at La Tertulia. The Exposición de Artes Gráficas enthusiastically
promoted experimentation in the graphic arts, exhibiting works by international artists
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like Luis Camnitzer and Liliana Porter, and showcasing new conceptual works by
Bernardo Salcedo as well as by two emerging conceptual artists, Antonio Caro and Jorge
Posada. These three artists exhibited daring appropriations of the graphic medium, each
of them utilizing the newly available technology of photocopying to make a biting
commentary on originality and artistic value (Figures 26, 27, and 28). I would like to
pause on Salcedo and Posada’s works, for I believe a brief discussion of these will
elucidate some of the trends that were prevalent in early Colombian Conceptualism.
In Información general, Salcedo produced a photocopy of a page on which he
repeated the handwritten phrase “el tiempo es oro” (literally, “time is gold,” or “time is
money”). With this work Salcedo formulates a critique of artistic value on two levels. He
first performs the pointless task of writing this stock phrase over and over on the page,
without much care for making the sentences look identical. Given that this seemingly
pointless—or even punitive—exercise was made with the objective of being displayed,
Salcedo here sharply goes against Colombia’s strong tradition of modes of art that value
technical skill and arduous labor, like painting and drawing. Yet rather than signing this
page and exhibiting it, Salcedo then photocopies the original and exhibits this (unsigned)
copy. Thus with this piece Salcedo mocks the foundations of the system by which art was
assessed and valued, ignoring degree of technical mastery, originality, adherence to
aesthetic style, the practice of connoisseurship, etc.
Meanwhile, Jorge Posada’s Escudo Colombiano consists of a Xerox copy of a
schoolbook page that explains the elements of Colombia’s national shield. Posada
appropriated the page from its original context, then altered the lesson’s pristine and
hermetic quality by submitting it to a photocopy. This crude copy erases all detail from
the illustration of the shield and smudges a portion of the explicatory text. Posada
subsequently signed and displayed this as an art object. Through these maneuvers, Posada
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at once destroys the illusion of the precious, autonomous art object, while bringing to the
fore the operations by which the Colombian state’s ideological apparatus of pedagogy
institutionalizes nationalism. This is particularly powerful given the context of Colombia
in 1970, as its government struggled to assert its legitimacy in the face of rising
opposition from popular and radical guerrilla groups.
These two works highlight the turn towards conceptual strategies that drew upon
technologies of mass communication while exercising plays on linguistic meaning and
representation. Conceptual artists used such strategies to formulate incisive sociopolitical
and institutional critique. In fact, this became the crux of Antonio Caro’s works, arguably
the most recognized examples of Colombian Conceptualism. For instance, Caro’s 1974
Colombia-Marlboro slyly combines drawing and collage to simulate the ubiquitous brand
and powerfully unveil the dominance of foreign corporations over Colombian interests
(Figure 29). Such experimental graphic investigations gained increased legitimacy in
Colombia particularly through Cali’s Exposición Panamericana and its successor, the
Bienal Americana de Artes Gráficas, as well as through Medellín’s Bienal Coltejer.
These large, international events facilitated a dynamic exchange of ideas, generated
discourse as well as controversy, and in turn influenced Colombia’s dominant artistic
conceptions.46
Medellín’s Bienal Coltejer
From its inception the Bienal Coltejer was intended at as an international
showcase of contemporary art. As it developed, it grew significantly in size and scope.
As such, thanks to this biennial Colombian artists and the public alike were able to
participate in an international discourse on modes of artistic production. Although started
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in 1968, the biennial truly took off in 1970. Between the months of May and June of that
year, it exhibited five hundred works by one hundred and seventy artists from Latin
America, the United States, Canada, and Spain.47 An event of this magnitude was
unprecedented in Colombia. The biennial’s mission of providing the public an
opportunity to get to know the “cultural alternatives [available] to Latin American artists”
was coupled with a strong educational component.48 The biennial took place at the
Universidad de Antioquía, where it also hosted courses, lectures, roundtable discussions,
and gallery tours. Photographs taken during these events illustrate the dynamic dialog
that took place between students, educators, artists, and the general public (Figures 30
and 31). An international jury of the Italian art historian Giulio Carlo Argán, Spanish
critic Vicente Aguilera Cerni, and British-American critic Lawrence Alloway oversaw
the competition, its composition also exemplifying the event’s objective to insert
Colombia within the larger network of contemporary art. This is also evident in the
biennial’s exhibition policy, which called for organizing works by tendency rather than
by nationality.49
The event was not strictly intended to showcase experimental art, and its inclusion
of numerous paintings and other traditional media reflects this. Nonetheless, the biennial
included a number of works that experimented with new media. Argentine Julio Le Parc
exhibited a large installation featuring black silhouettes of historical and cultural icons
like Napoleon, Uncle Sam, Mickey Mouse, Adolf Hitler, and the Beatles (Figure 32). Lea
Lublin, also Argentinean, presented an immersive installation titled Fluvio subtunal
(Figure 33). Meanwhile, Irish artist Les Levine presented a work of video art (Figure 34).
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Peruvian Luis Arias Vera and Guatemalan Luis H. Diaz’s works also stand out for
consisting of mail correspondence (Figures 35 and 36). This event even saw the debut of
Beatriz González’s Muebles series, with her work Naturaleza casi muerta (Figure 37).
The Muebles series reveals González’s appropriation of some conceptual maneuvers. For
instance, Naturaleza casi muerta consists of a painting made in enamel on metal of a
wounded Jesus falling on the road to the Cavalry. However, González placed the painting
within a large wooden bed frame, synthesizing both objects to reveal the entanglement of
Catholicism and domesticity in Colombian daily life. While González firmly asserts her
distance from Conceptualism, this work nonetheless reveals how conceptual strategies
trickled even into her work during this time.50 That this high-profile biennial exhibited
works by Colombian artists alongside international samples of experimental art—and
Salcedo winning the top national prize for Hectárea—had great influence on
Colombians, particularly on up-and-coming artists hungry for new avenues of expression.
The 1972 Bienal Coltejer in part reflected this, with its inclusion of more
conceptual works by Colombian artists. Antonio Caro exhibited his book Azul—Color, an
exploration into the concept of color (Figure 38). Caro tacked the pages of his book onto
the gallery wall, showing studies of tonal gradation and definitions for “color” and the
color blue, for example. Salcedo similarly exhibited a textual work, titled Naturalezas
muertas (Figure 39). The work consists of text descriptions of imagery common to stilllife paintings: a table with fruit and pots, two oranges, a cabbage. In a characteristically
witty manner, Salcedo requested for his work to be exhibited in the Figurative Painting
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section of the Bienal.51 Two other Colombian artists departed from text-based works
towards installation. Julia Acuña’s No contaminación consisted of a booth into which
visitors entered and immersed themselves in (Figure 40). Efraín Arrieta’s contribution
titled Construya-Destruya also focused on the viewer’s physical participation as an
integral part of the work. Construya-Destruya consisted of 333 adobe bricks placed in the
gallery space, meant to be arranged, stacked, or dispersed as the viewer pleased (Figure
41).52 Acuña and Arrieta’s works signal an emerging interest on part of Colombian
conceptual artists in further engaging the physicality of the viewer with the work.
Arrieta’s future work revolved around this concern, and would inform the investigations
of El Sindicato when he joined the collective in 1976.
The Salón Nacional
Another significant change took place in 1970 at the XXI Salón de Artistas
Nacionales, further revealing the attitudinal shift that defined the 1970s in Colombia.
This Salón definitely belonged to young artists, with new names gracing the exhibition
list, like Miguel Angel Rojas, Edgar Silva, and Ever Astudillo, to name a few.53
Furthermore, as critic Eduardo Serrano points out, it exhibited an unprecedented amount
of experimental works “emphasizing concepts, generally to the detriment of academic
norms.”54 Antonio Caro also made his definitive debut on the national stage at this Salón
with his installation Homenaje tardío de sus amigos y amigas de Zipaquirá, Manaure y
Galerazamba, otherwise known as Cabeza de Lleras. The work consisted of a life-size
head made of salt in a glass vitrine (Figure 42). The head also sported a pair of thick
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black eyeglasses in an explicit reference to President Lleras’ iconic eyewear (Figure 43).
During the exhibition, Caro poured water into the vitrine in an iconoclastic move to erase
Lleras’ image. The vitrine was apparently not entirely sealed and water spilled across the
gallery floor, causing a commotion (Figure 44). While Cabeza de Lleras is distinct within
Caro’s oeuvre—much like in the case of Salcedo and his work Hectárea—it nonetheless
cemented his reputation as a conceptual artist, and heralded his forthcoming trajectory of
aesthetic subversiveness and political critique through art.
The Salón certainly was turning over a new leaf in terms of the art it exhibited.
Nevertheless, the event struggled to define its identity within the Colombian art field:
The organizers struggled with important issues: whether it would be better to
make the salon non-competitive by abolishing the prizes, how to make the salon
more representative of the nation, how to make the salon more accessible to a
nation-wide audience, and how to make the salon more democratic.55
Therefore, beginning in 1971 the Salón underwent numerous changes to its policies and
structure. In 1972 it eliminated its monetary prizes in an attempt to make the event more
egalitarian.56 This triggered an uproar within the artist community, and a number of them
turning to the news to voice their concerns. “This is a rip-off to the artists,” stated
Salcedo, adding, “my only concern is that young artists get recognized, for the Salón
Nacional is an exhibition of young art…if it isn’t possible to award money then grants or
other types of stimulus should be created.”57 In reaction to the new measure, more than
one hundred artists created the I Salón Independiente Jorge Tadeo Lozano in protest of
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the Salón Nacional. This was held in October of 1972 at the Universidad Jorge Tadeo
Lozano, and counted with thirty prizes to emphasize the motivations behind this
independent venture.58
Antonio Caro was the sole artist who exhibited at both Salones, with two
different, yet complementary works: AQUINOCABEELARTE at the Salón Nacional, and
Documentación y información sobre Manuel Quintín Lame at the Salón Independiente.
Both these works declared Caro’s decisive turn towards language as art.
AQUINOCABEELARTE consisted of sixteen black and white posters, 70x50cm each,
hung together to form a banner (Figure 45). Smaller text and dates appear beneath each
letter on each poster, indicating the names of assassinated Colombian activists and the
dates of their death. At first glance the work seems to solely critique the Salón Nacional’s
restrictive policies; “Aquí no cabe el arte,” or “art does not fit here,” appears to declare
how contemporary art—relevant art—could not fit in a showcase that still showed its
conservative preferences. However, the work’s political component emerges when the
viewer discerns the small text: art as we traditionally know it does not fit in the
tumultuous context of contemporary Colombia. AQUINOCABEELARTE takes the form
of posters used in street protests, illustrating the urban sources from which Colombian
conceptual artists increasingly drew. In a similar manner Documentación y información
sobre Manuel Quintín Lame refers to the Colombian indigenous rebel who led indigenous
uprisings in the early twentieth century. This work also consisted of posters, each
reproducing a portion of Quintín Lame’s elaborate pictographic signature. Most
significantly, however, is how this work turns its attention to both the inside and outsides
of the gallery space. While most of the posters face inwards to the gallery space, one
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poster faces the outside (Figure 46). Additionally, Caro created and distributed flyers
containing biographical information on Quintín Lame as well as a reproduction of his
signature, as a means to further disseminate information on this subversive historical
figure (Figure 47). Caro’s strategies in this work show the increasing interest on part of
Colombian conceptual artists in engaging an audience outside of the self-selected
exhibition goers.
Commercial galleries
A rise in experimental galleries also helped propel the dissemination of
conceptual practices in the 1970s. This rise also attested to the rise of Cali, Medellín, and
Barranquilla in the second half of the decade as hotbeds of experimental art. While the
Galería Belarca and Galería Santa Fe opened in Bogotá around 1970, 1974 saw the
openings of Galería La Oficina in Medellín, Ciudad Solar in Cali, and Galería de arte
Álvaro Barrios in Barranquilla. These were important venues for established artists like
Salcedo as well as for emerging artists to continue their experimentations.

PRECEDENTS TO EL SINDICATO
My survey above on the Colombian artistic field in the 1970s touches upon the
works of key artists that would later inform the work of El Sindicato: Bernardo Salcedo,
Jorge Posada, and, most significantly, Antonio Caro. These artists took a distinct critical
position on their social context, utilizing plays on language to enact political statements.
Caro would have a particularly deep connection with El Sindicato. Not only did he
maintain a friendship with the members of El Sindicato, but the collective also invited
him as a collaborator to its Aguinaldos project in 1976, and hosted an exhibition of his
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work at its space in July 1977.59 El Sindicato first came to know Caro’s work thanks to
Álvaro Barrios’ gallery, which exhibited the work El imperialismo es un tigre de papel in
1973. This work was first developed for the MAMBO exhibition Nombres nuevos en el
arte de Colombia, and consisted of a large, red silk banner on which Caro painted a
translation of Mao Tse-Tung’s original statement from his Little Red Book, “Imperialism
and All Reactionaries Are Paper Tigers (for a photograph of the MAMBO installation,
see Figure 48).”60 Caro was influenced by the Marxist zeitgeist at the time, as he later
asserted how Mao Tse-tung’s thinking in particular had a great following among youths
and students.61 For his show at Álvaro Barrios’ gallery in Barranquilla, Caro altered El
imperialismo by including a small edition of “prints” to be handed out to guests. Made
using Xerox photocopies, each “print” contained Mao’s phrase and a drawing of a
ferocious tiger.62 Once again Caro employed flyers to extend his work beyond the gallery
space, as he had done for his work at the Salón Independiente in 1972. Taking his work
outside of the gallery was a model that El Sindicato would later expand upon.
Another important precedence established by Caro in this vein was his 1972 work
Colombia, 12 pliegos, which won the first art prize at the VI Salón de Agosto at the
Museo de Arte Contemporáneo “El Minuto de Dios” in Bogotá (Figure 49). This
consisted of cardstock posters placed side by side on a wall outside the venue. A set of
these, for instance, has the word “Colombia” hand-painted on the header, followed by
hand-painted statistics related to the land and agrarian crisis in Colombia: 500,000
laborers without land emigrate periodically in search of work; 1,350,000 families possess
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on average 4.5 cultivatable hectares each. The use of these statistics recalls Salcedo’s
works like Minifundio, not exactly a coincidence given Caro’s deep admiration of
Salcedo.63
Two other artists from the first phase of Conceptualism would similarly
experiment with stepping beyond the gallery space with their work. Jonier Marín
(b.1946-), a Colombian expatriate, briefly returned to the country in 1974 and created an
intervention titled Incomunicable. Marín placed posters throughout the streets of Bogotá
that consisted solely of the word incomunicable (“incommunicable”) written upside down
(Figure 50). The posters mimic the advertisements around them, which consist mostly of
text. The simplicity of the posters’ composition and the upturned text make them
somewhat stand out in the jumble, catching only the eye of the attentive pedestrian. In a
similar maneuver to Caro’s Colombia-Marlboro project, the work itself consists not in
the posters but in the reactions of passers-by, which Marín photographed and recorded.
Incomunicable curiously recalls Cortázar’s opening lines of his short story, Graffiti:
So many things that begin and perhaps end as a game. I suppose you were amused
to find a drawing next to yours and you attributed it to coincidence, and only the
second time did you realize that it was intentional. It was then that you looked at
it slowly, and even came back later to look at it again[…]64
Cortázar’s story tells of a couple during the years of military dictatorship in Argentina
whose romance takes place solely through their anonymous drawings and writings on the
streets of the city. It bears witness to how even the most ingenuous acts could be
subversive when undertaken in a public context within a repressive milieu. Marín and his
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Incomunicables are, of course, situated in a much less charged context than Argentina’s
dictatorship. However, the dynamics involved in Graffiti and Incomunicable are parallel
to each other. Only the cautious observer would take notice of what was amiss in Marín’s
cryptic “advertisement,” and stop or perhaps come back to reflect on what the poster
deemed was “incommunicable.” Despite the posters’ enigmatic text, this work
nonetheless speaks to the turmoil simmering Colombia’s metropolises. Incomunicable, in
the words of scholar Néstor García Canclini, serves as a public text that “register[s] the
city’s dramas, what in the city is [otherwise] lost and transformed.”65 Marín did not exhibit

his documentation of Incomunicable in Colombia, and only displayed some of the
photographs in two of the CAYC’s Art Systems in Latin America shows in Europe
between 1974 and 1975.66
In his career as a conceptual artist, Álvaro Barrios mixed drawing, collage, and
assemblage in order to blur the boundaries between representation and reality. His series
Grabados populares, however, would have the deepest resonances with El Sindicato.
Between 1972 and 1984, Barrios created and issued a series of prints through local
newspapers, signing and numbering them for anyone who approached him to do so
(Figure 51).67 These prints contained the surreal, dreamlike imagery characteristic to his
oeuvre, playing with associations and proportions that in turn sharply contrasted with the
rest of the newspaper’s content. Most importantly, these prints subverted the economic
value of printmaking, traditionally determined by the number of prints in an edition, as
well as by the artist’s signature.68 Inserting his creations within the network of mass
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media, Barrios relinquished control over their distribution, making his work accessible to
large and diverse audiences. This radical way of reaching out beyond the artistic field
would have great impact on the members of El Sindicato. Barrios would also prove to be
an influence for El Sindicato in other ways, as he was their teacher at the Escuela de
Bellas Artes in Barranquilla, and would later support the collective’s endeavors
personally as well as through his institutional reach—he included their work in his 1978
exhibitions Homenaje a Marcel Duchamp and El arte como idea en Barranquilla, and
also invited them to participate in the 1979 I Festival de Arte de Vanguardia.

Evidently there were few artists in Colombia who dared to forgo established
gallery spaces to engage alternate audiences. Nevertheless Caro, Barrios, and Marín’s
explorations would resonate with El Sindicato’s own experimentations in the coming
years. Additionally, Caro, Posada, and Salcedo innovatively inserted their works within
larger political discourses, albeit without adopting a didactic tone. Presenting only
symbols, statistics, and facts, these artists abstained from guiding the viewer towards
specific conclusions, solely aiming for the viewer to process this data and be inspired to
think critically about his or her social context. El Sindicato would continue this course of
critique, yet it diverged from using text in favor of using discarded objects, making these
into catalysts within the myriad strategies they developed to more directly engage its
surrounding urban fabric.
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Chapter 2: El Sindicato and the Second Conceptual Wave, 1976-1981
The notion of 'province' has begun to disappear from
considerations pertaining to the arts [....] we can assert,
therefore, that the heterogeneity of the current art scene
in Colombia is due to […] the diverse lines of thought
with which creative investigations take place in different
regions of the country.
-Eduardo Serrano, Barranquilla, Cali, Medellín

The institutional and critical structures established during the first conceptual
wave laid the groundwork for the subsequent wave of conceptual artists in Colombia. As
even the more conservative platforms like the Salón Nacional opened themselves to
conceptual practices, the Colombian public became more receptive to the kind of work
that artists like El Sindicato produced after 1975. Central figures of the early 1970s like
Caro, Barrios, Posada, and Salcedo critically examined politics, the economy, and social
problems through conceptual maneuvers. However, as the work of these representative
artists demonstrate, experimentation in the first half of the decade remained rooted in
graphic and linguistic investigations.
The second wave of Conceptualism saw the growth of Barranquilla’s art scene
into a dynamic hub for experimentation. Barrios played a key role in this process
particularly through his gallery, as well as through his curatorial efforts and his fostering
of El Sindicato and other local conceptual artists. These included Álvaro Herazo, born in
Cartagena but based in Barranquilla, whose work towards the mid-1970s concentrated on
appropriating and intervening on geographical maps with text and collage as a
commentary on notions of territory and nationality; María Rodríguez, who mostly created
landscapes using glass and mirrors but also dabbled into utilizing text as art (Figure 52);
and Antonio Inginio Caro (no relation to the other Antonio Caro), most known for his
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photographic sequences of ephemeral, iconoclastic actions, particularly involving the
melting of religious wax figures (Figure 53).69 Barranquilla was thus becoming a hotbed
of Conceptualism, “a prodigal land” for this art, as Serrano would state decades later.70
Serrano, MAMBO’s chief curator from 1974 through 1994, was keen to point out
these emergent developments in Colombia’s peripheral cities, then framing these within
an institution from Bogotá in the 1974 exhibition Barranquilla, Cali, Medellín. In fact,
Serrano was a key figure in the consolidation of Colombian Conceptualism in the second
half of the 1970s. He propagated conceptual practices that moved beyond textual works
like those of Posada, Caro, and Salcedo, with installations primarily taking center stage in
his curatorial endeavors. Serrano’s chief platform was the Salón Atenas, an alternative
salon he inaugurated in 1975 at the MAMBO. Dedicated exclusively to experimental art,
the salon invited up to ten participants under the age of thirty-one to exhibit each year.71
The first Salón Atenas included a work by Antonio Caro, and also introduced
other emerging artists like Miguel Ángel Rojas and Ramiro Gómez, the latter going on to
be a founding member of El Sindicato in 1976. Caro’s work, Colombia-Marlboro,
consisted of over 100 slides showing Marlboro cartons placed in and around Bogotá’s
Parque de la Independencia (Figure 54).72 Caro also used Marlboro cartons to spell out
the word “Colombia” on a hillside of Bogotá, the image of which was the final slide of
the project (Figure 55). This particular iteration of Caro’s play on language and critique
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of corporate dominance over Colombia further shows his interest in engaging with space
beyond the gallery, as a means to insert his practice within the broader social fabric.
Rojas’s work, on the other hand, was certainly the most scandalous. It consisted of an
installation of large-scale drawings of the same man installed on the wall, with seventy
photographs of floor tile forming a square surface on the floor (Figure 56). Drops of a
substance speckled these photographs, denoted, per the wall label, as “organic matter.”
These drops were of real semen, a fact that some, but not all, viewers were unaware of,
yet nonetheless caused a commotion. As such, the work examines male desire and
attraction. Through the use of photorealist drawing and photography, Rojas plays with
representation and reality to create an installation that confronts the taboo subject of
homosexuality. On his part, Gómez exhibited a number of objects such as Objeto con
vidrio, an assemblage of wood, glass, and nails (Figure 57). Gómez commonly inflicted
nails onto his objects, lending a sense of hostility to the work. Objeto con vidrio conveys
this aggression that engendered it, its elements also recalling barbed wire and fencing.
While small, the work nonetheless powerfully espresses feelings of physical restraint and
opression. This resonates with Camnitzer, Farver and Weiss’ framing of the conceptual
object as a “carrier of meaning, [a] reinvestment of meaning in preexisting objects.”73
The communicative aspects of Gómez’s objects would later translate onto El Sindicato’s
oeuvre.
Housed in one of Colombia’s eminent art institutions, the Salón Atenas therefore
became a powerful promotional force for Conceptualism in the country, propelling the
careers of these young emerging artists. With institutional support like the Salón Atenas,
Conceptualism entered its phase of consolidation by 1976. Experimental work during this
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time gained increasing visibility within major exhibitions, albeit not without its dose of
polemics. New institutions sprang up throughout the country, making Colombia’s artistic
field and its relations of power more complex. Journals emerged to open new stages for
art criticism, like Arte en Colombia, founded in Bogotá in 1976, and Re-vista de arte y
arquitectura, founded in Medellín in 1978. Barranquilla and Medellín also founded their
own museums dedicated to modern art, both in 1978. New figures gained footing on the
national stage through their work in curating and criticism, such as Alberto Sierra in
Medellín, Miguel González in Cali, and Álvaro Barrios in Barranquilla. They in turn
greatly favored and fostered experimental and conceptual approaches to art. The Peruvian
critic and theorist Juan Acha also contributed to this process after he made his
authoritative debut on the Colombian scene as part of the jury of the 1976 Salón Nacional
de Artes Visuales, along with Serrano and Maritza Uribe de Urdinola, co-founder of
Cali’s Museo de Arte Moderno La Tertulia. A staunch proponent of a sociological
approach to art, he called for the dismantling of individualism and the myth of the artistgenius, and proposed that artists as well as critics look to the relations between art and its
surrounding social, economic, and cultural context. Out of the critics active in Colombia
at the time, Acha developed his writings with a much more theoretical approach.
Nevertheless, González, Sierra, Serrano, and Barrios echoed these concerns in their
support of local conceptual art.
This call for a sociological approach, of course, was part of a much larger
discussion taking place throughout Latin America. This was a turbulent time on many
fronts; the region was facing stunted economic development and profound social
inequalities, with a number of nations also falling under the grip of dictatorships. In this
context not only were many Latin American artists re-evaluating their practice in relation
to the fabric of society, but also critics at large were re-examining their own cultural and
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social role. In the words of Mexican historian Rita Eder, Latin American critics and
theoreticians in the seventies sought to “understand art as a social product, and its ability
to become a sensitizing element of a given community.”74 This intellectual reframing had
Marxist underpinnings, and its aspirations are suitably encapsulated by Acha when he
stated that “what is important is to change the world, not to express it.”75 Such statements
had deep resonances in Colombian artistic production, particularly in the work of
conceptual artists.
Two additional significant developments took place that further pushed
Conceptualism in Colombia forward: the renaming of the Salón Nacional and the
launching of its Salones Regionales. In 1974 the Salón de Artistas Nacionales changed its
name to Salón Nacional de Artes Visuales. What seems like a minor detail truly was the
advent of this institution’s embrace of new media, for the Salón’s organizers meant for
this title change to reflect its inclusion of installations, photography, and video art. These
kinds of works were still few and far between in 1974, but this modification nonetheless
had ramifications for the later institutional validation of conceptual works like El
Sindicato’s. The Salón’s new attitude towards Colombia’s plurality of artistic production
was also evident in its inauguration of the Salones Regionales. As of 1976 the Salón
thoroughly altered its structure by holding separate Salones Regionales, one for each of
Colombia’s major geographical regions.76 Artists submitted works to their corresponding
salon, each of which had its own local jury and a prize structure mirroring that of the
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national salon. Those works that won the top prize at each regional salon would then go
on to compete and be exhibited at the Salón de Artes Visuales in Bogotá. Indeed, this new
structure conveys the lingering desire for Bogotá to remain the highest arbiter of art in the
country. However, opening the regional salons had the effect of decentralizing power
over artistic value thanks to its necessary reliance on local juries. The regional salons also
made it possible for more artists, especially younger and unknown ones, to participate on
this high-profile stage. Naturally, the rising figures of Barrios, Sierra and González
figured amongst the juries of the regional salons. Conceptual artists had acquired yet
another prominent venue for their work, and the growing institutional attention of this
kind of practice would be evident as ever when the next Salón, held in 1978, precisely
awarded the top prize to a group from Barranquilla whose work focused on the social
function of art.

EL SINDICATO EMERGES
As artists and institutions in Colombia explored new avenues for expression, a
singular development materialized in 1976 with the formation of the collective El
Sindicato. In April of that year, the artists Antonio Arrieta, Alberto del Castillo, Ramiro
Gómez, Carlos Restrepo, and Luis Stand came together as a group and began planning
their first project, which would open that following June. At the time all but Stand were
graduates of Barranquilla’s public Escuela de Bellas Artes (Stand would graduate later in
the year) and had already participated in several national exhibitions. Ramiro Gómez and
Carlos Restrepo exhibited in the 1975 and 1976 Salón Atenas, respectively, and had been
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included in MAMBO’s 1974 show Barranquilla, Cali, Medellín (Figure 58). In 1976 Del
Castillo also had a solo exhibition at Bogotá’s Galería Belarca.77
Their middle-class backgrounds marked a revolutionary turn in 1970s
Colombian cultural production, for it signaled the rise of the educated working class.78
Because of the “limitations posed by galleries in terms of size, tastes, and notions of
those in charge of directing them,” El Sindicato chose to bypass these institutions and
instead based its practice in an old theater that had most recently been used as the
headquarters of a naval workers union (Figure 59).79 The group took its name from this
locale, deeming the name befitting to its objectives.80 Its mission was straightforward: to
collectively create provocative works of a conceptual nature that candidly challenged all
traditional notions of art. In the words of Ramiro Gómez, “El Sindicato is a group of
subversive aesthetic experimentations…we are concerned with presenting and not with
pleasing.”81 For each project the collective would invite a guest artist who would then
collaborate at an equal capacity as each member. As scholar Ivonne Pini has noted of the
group, “in an exceptional manner within Colombian art, there emerged a collective
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del Castillo went on to exhibit at the 1977 Salón Atenas as well.
Critics at the time remarked on the demographic background of El Sindicato. Álvaro Barrios, for
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80 Efraín Arrieta, Alberto del Castillo, Ramiro Gómez, Carlos Restrepo, and Aníbal Tobón. “Testimonio y
Manifiesto de El Sindicato,” January 7, 1977.
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November 18, 1976, personal archive of Efraín Arrieta
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practice and the creation of art that deviated from commonly accepted parameters.”82
Indeed, El Sindicato’s approach to Conceptualism was unique in Colombia.
Collectivism was a rare and revolutionary practice in the country. One such
instance was the radical printmaking group Taller 4 Rojo, started in Bogotá in 1971 by
Nirma Zárate, Diego Arango, Carlos Granada, and Umberto Giangrandi, among others.
With a deep political commitment, the artists of the Taller 4 Rojo developed prints with a
strong didactic and propagandistic bent. For them, printmaking was not only an
economically viable medium, but also a means of mass communication for their
ideological views.83 The group aligned itself with radical Leftist politics as they had
grown throughout Latin America since the Cuban Revolution. Its prints therefore had
strong Marxist undertones and made references to American imperialism and scenes of
the Vietnam War (Figures 60 and 61). Incorporating photography and popular design,
these prints display an experimental approach. However, it is evident that they remained
rooted in political activism. The group in fact separated in 1974, having reached an
internal impasse over struggling to distinguish its works either as art or political
propaganda.84
Another group that was active in the 1970s was the Grupo 44, started in 1977 in
Barranquilla. However, rather than constituting a collective, the Grupo 44 was truly a
workshop of artists, comprising Delfina Bernal, Álvaro Herazo, Anne Bertrand, Fernando
Cepeda, Ida Esbra, Eduardo Hernández, Christiane Lensueur, and Víctor Sánchez. It also
included three architects. The group met regularly to share ideas, yet it never produced
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collective work.85 While the members of Grupo 44 individually created conceptual
works, their stance was markedly different from El Sindicato’s. As critics Óscar Ojeda
and Álvaro Tirado observed in their 1981 retrospective evaluation of Colombian
Conceptualism, these artists argued that the public for conceptual art needed to be
informed on the grammar of contemporary art for them to appreciate the potency of their
works.86
On June 4, 1976 El Sindicato debuted its first project, titled Espacios de actitud.
For this exhibition, each artist created distinct spaces within the old theater using solely
discarded materials like tires, wood, metal, and other waste. An article published in the
Barranquilla newspaper Diario del Caribe, for instance, shows a large grouping of tires
in the background on what used to be the theater’s stage, whereas in the foreground
stands a wooden frame with a tire hanging from it and another noose hovers above
(Figure 62). Espacios de actitud—spaces of attitude—meant to convey the collective’s
distinctive emphasis on concept rather than form. The mounds of discarded objects were
not meant to expand the formal realm of what is to be considered “aesthetic.”87 Rather,
they were to communicate the attitude that produced them, that of rebellion and
nonconformity, of a restless drive to move art as far away from commercialization as
possible. In fact, from this point forward El Sindicato used waste materials exclusively
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“Los más connotados representantes de este otro equipo [Grupo 44], aseguran que el espectador de una
obra conceptual debe ser por lo menos un iniciado en la comprensión del lenguaje artístico moderno y
conceptual.” Óscar Ojeda and Álvaro Tirado, “Agonía y muerte del arte conceptual en Barranquilla,”
Intermedio, Diario del Caribe (Barranquilla), June 14, 1981
87 In an article following their second exhibition, Alberto del Castillo wrote, “the proposals El Sindicato
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Del Castillo, “Montones: La segunda muestra del Sindicato,” Diario del Caribe (Barranquilla), September
15, 1976
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throughout its oeuvre, deliberately using the detritus of a society defined by consumption
to further its artistic project.
El Sindicato maintained that Espacios de actitud was an investigation into the
possibilities as yet unexplored in art, a stance it reaffirmed in subsequent projects.88
These experimentations in turn were based on local concerns and not on emulating
international trends. In truth, the group was not theoretical and had no intentions of
“breaking Art History apart.”89 They really were a young group of energetic and
irreverent artists who were eager to explore the potential of art to respond, in a relevant
manner, to their chaotic context. For El Sindicato, like many artists in Latin America at
the time, a conceptual approach was a forceful way in which they could interpret, through
art, the surrounding social environment. The use of conceptual strategies in this case was
an instinctive recourse borne out of local circumstances, rather than a tautological
theorization of art. As future member of El Sindicato Aníbal Tobón stated in retrospect,
In our time[…]we had no goals, but points of reference. We did not elaborate
theories nor were we worried about that. We assimilated that new field of art, but
more from a vital attitude than from a theoretical one. We wanted to make
provocative works that would make people feel, and that would become an
existential adventure which perhaps stemmed more from nadaísmo—the
88
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proponents of which were our friends—than from European or North American
movements.90
Nadaísmo, or “nothing-ism,” was a literary movement originated in 1958 in
Medellín by the poet and professor Gonzalo Arango. Writing in the wake of Colombia’s
La Violencia, an extremely violent period in which political strife resulted in thousands of
deaths throughout the country, Arango drew heavily from surrealism and existentialism
in his Manifiesto Nadaísta to formulate a radically new literary response to this volatile
context. Arango’s magnetic personality and public performances—like delivering a
speech written on toilet paper to a crowd gathered at Medellín’s Berrío Park—won him
dozens of young followers drawn to his mockery of the absurdity of Colombia’s
situation. The movement of Nadaísmo centered mainly on poetry, its practitioners
responding to new concerns like the deafening clamor of Colombia’s growing
metropolises—Cali, Medellín, and Barranquilla. This was poetry “written with eyesight,
impregnated with noise, struck by the shouts of street vendors, sweaty and tacky; the
sentimentalism that distinguishes it demonstrates[…] a history entirely made up of
unrealized goals.”91 Nadaísmo had reverberations in Colombian culture for decades. The
1970 publication of Nadaísmo 70, a survey of the movement, proves its continued
relevance twelve years after its founding. Also, well-known visual artists like Salcedo
and Álvaro Barrios affirmed a Nadaísta influence in their work. Barrios even went so far
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as to call himself a Nadaísta painter.92 It is notable, however, that the Nadaístas moved
away from revolutionary goals, deliberately straying from political ideologies. In fact, as
its title demonstrates, the movement proved to be nihilistic above everything else. When
connecting Nadaísmo to El Sindicato’s practice then, we are able to trace parallels in
their brazen approach to art making, “disrespecting” the rules of aesthetic traditions and
ultimately aiming to jolt the reader/spectator. We can also see striking similarities in their
incorporation of urban aspects in their work, as a distinct response to the rapidly
changing environment of Colombia’s cities. However, as I will elaborate on below, El
Sindicato diverges from Nadaísmo as it rejects nihilism in favor of a socially constructive
practice.
El Sindicato’s first, second, and third projects were closely related. Its second
project, titled Montones, included Efraín Arrieta as guest artist, although he became a
permanent member of the collective thereafter. The collective opened Montones on
August 27, 1976. Similar to Espacios de actitud, it consisted of groupings of objects, this
time following the dictionary definition of montones: “a group of things gathered without
any sense of order, [or] a considerable number.”93 Thus El Sindicato established as the
exhibition theme the very process lying behind the works, each “montón” consisting of
distinct heaps of discarded materials (Figure 63). Consequently, while the works’ form
did not seem methodical, the concept behind them was.94 Nevertheless, Espacios de
actitud and Montones still maintained a certain individualist quality to them. After all,
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each artist created his own space and “montón.” It was only after its third project that the
artists solitified their collective working process.
This third project, titled Dispersar, debuted on October 1, 1976 (see invitation,
figure 64). Following the dictionary definition of Dispersar—“to disperse”—the group
scattered the heaps of Montones throughout the theater space, undoing the previous forms
to create a single, entire surface of disarray without separate components: “Montones was
the base for Dispersar, which consisted in dispersing the heaps we had made earlier,
which led to a more collective attitude. Before […] we had the tendency to individualize
ourselves.”95 Precariously placing Montones’ materials throughout the room also required
the viewer to carefully negotiate the exhibition space as he or she moved about to take in
the work; that is, the end result of the “dispersal” process. Dispersar displays a certain
element of aggression, focusing on the viewer’s embodiment by imposing itself
throughout the space. This coercion of the viewer into participating with the work would
go on to form the crux of El Sindicato’s oeuvre.
The progressive encroachment of El Sindicato’s first three projects into the space
of the viewer resulted in, perhaps unsurprisingly, highly critical reactions. Those who
attended the openings also seemed to be apprehensive about the absence of individuality
conveyed by the works, seen strongest in Dispersar. As Alberto del Castillo wrote
regarding the latter, the group’s works lacked any indication of formal relationships with
the traditional art that tends to satisfy exhibition goers.96 Furthermore, these exhibitions
produced “a reaction that, while expected, in some cases was accompanied by the curious
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concern for the impersonality that individualism suffered thanks to the contributions that
made up the exhibition.”97 In a fiery statement published in November of 1976, the
members of El Sindicato also addressed negative reviews by asserting that vocal
disagreements with their work were precisely the group’s objective: “if you are motivated
to comment negatively about our exhibitions, remember that you are helping us, [and]
that is our merit. TO DISPLEASE!”98
From Dispersar on, the collective embarked on a period of intense activity and
experimentation, with its investigations manifesting themselves through a multiplicity of
modes such as installations, environments, and art actions. By 1977 Luis Stand and
Antonio Arrieta had left the country, while Efraín Arrieta and Aníbal Tobón joined the
collective in their place. Efraín Arrieta’s work previous to joining El Sindicato had a
strong participatory aspect, which would in turn shine through the collective’s
forthcoming works. Arrieta’s aforementioned Construya-Destruya from 1972, for
instance, highlights his emphasis on participation, as the work relied on the viewer
rearranging 333 bricks within the gallery space. Meanwhile, Aníbal Tobón became the
group’s organizational force, distributing tasks among each member: Arrieta would be in
charge of collecting all documentation and coverage on the group’s work, Restrepo
would be “reviser,” Gómez would be treasurer and in charge of collecting donations,
Restrepo would conduct all external relations, and Tobón would be the copyeditor, for
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the group considered him the most eloquent.99 As Gómez later expressed, the group was
now a true artists’ union.
Artist Guillermo Aragón also regularly participated in El Sindicato’s projects,
although his name does not figure amongst the signatures on the group’s manifesto,
written and signed on January 1, 1977. The manifesto also marked the collective’s
interest in extending its reach beyond its own exhibition space.100 Most compelling is its
new regard for participating in “other exhibitions.” Was El Sindicato contradicting one of
its original tenets? Mirroring the sentiments expressed by artist Luis Camnitzer, El
Sindicato recognized that sometimes to subvert institutions it is most effective to use
them.101 While its initial projects were indeed garnering much attention, El Sindicato
must have realized that operating completely from the outside would limit its potential to
generate the structural change it advocated for. In fact, the artists would state later that
year in a published interview,
“Through the mobilization of El Sindicato we will prove to the more affluent
sectors that the same system of galleries can be compatible with other proposals
[…] [we are] responding to the needs that are the outcome of our research process
and not of social climbing.102
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The collective nonetheless maintained its fundamental principles of using
discarded materials and of creating works whose commercialization was, at least at the
time, inconceivable in Colombia. In other words, these experiments were not acquirable
by institutions given the art field’s established parameters. To wit: in 1977 El Sindicato
was invited to participate in Barranquilla’s second Salón Regional de Artes Visuales. On
opening night, June 11, 1977, bewildered visitors came across the group’s El Salón
dentro del Salón. Staged in a miniature French-style salon in a 2x3 meter space—
complete with over 15 replicas of paintings by the “Old Masters”—the work consisted of
a performance wherein the members of El Sindicato and painter Álvaro Barrios acted out
hyperbolized versions of the usual interactions that take place in this type of event,
ruthlessly mocking the antiquated and bourgeois format of the salon (Figure 65). The
group did not intend for this work to be a mere jest, however. In an article published after
the opening, El Sindicato closed its public statement by declaring, “theater presents the
facts as absurd as they are, it is up to you to think of the solution.”103 This is the closing
line from Chilean playwright Isidora Aguirre’s 1963 play Los papeleros, a work defined
by its focus on social critique. As such, with this work El Sindicato aimed to place a
mirror to the Salón, so as to invite critical thinking on part of its organizers and audience.
It called for opening Colombia’s insular institutions to wider concerns and new modes of

necesidades que se nos presentan como consecuencia del proceso investigativo y no por arrivismo.” El
Sindicato in conversation with Lola Salcedo Castañeda, “Alfabeto plástico (XIX): La vanguardia del arte,”
unidentified news clipping from September 7, 1977, personal archive of Efraín Arrieta
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expression. The group repeated its performance two more times during the run of the
Salón and, perhaps as anticipated, it did not win an award that year. 104
Other intriguing examples of El Sindicato’s interventions in institutional spaces
include Hojarasca, also from June 1977, and Colgandejos, from October 1977. In both
projects the group utilized the dictionary meaning of the title as its creative catalyst.
Exhibited in Galería la Escuela of the Universidad del Atlántico, Hojarasca consisted of
a room abundantly filled with thousands of dried leaves of multiple shades and sizes
(Figures 66, 67, and 68). The thick covering of leaves and a number of dead trees planted
throughout the room transformed the exhibition space into the outside. However, the
sheer amounts of leaves and the patterns in which the artists grouped them impart a
fantastical twist reminiscent of magical realism. This is not coincidental, as El Sindicato
invited Gabriel García Márquez to be the guest artist for the project.105 García Márquez
never responded to the request, so the group placed a copy of his novel La Hojarasca in
the room as a tongue-in-cheek way to nonetheless involve the author in the work.106 El
Sindicato invited the audience to immerse itself in the Hojarasca. A faint photograph
published in a local newspaper shows the artists standing in the forefront, while visitors
wade through the sea of leaves, some of their feet covered by the thicket (Figure 69).
Colgandejos similarly inserted the outside into the internal gallery space, further
calling attention to the arbitrariness of gallery walls’ delimitations. A “colgandejo” is a
cloth or rag that “cuelga” or hangs, typically seen in households where clothes are hung
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to dry. With this in mind, El Sindicato wove a wire cable around the gallery space of
Barranquilla’s Biblioteca Departamental, hanging from it numerous discarded clothing
and rags.107 The artists hung colgandejos high and low, extending them across the space
and covering the room’s wall decorations. The tension between “high culture” and “low
culture” is as evident as ever here, with the erudite space of the library punctuated by
objects as seen most commonly in lower-class neighborhoods. Colgandejos also played
with the senses, its dirty rags simultaneously challenging the viewer’s intellectual as well
as physical sensibilities.
Critics at the time detected a political tinge in El Sindicato’s work. In an interview
published on April 3, 1977, the members of the collective asserted, “if our work has a
political taste, it is also a tropical taste, this is joyful work; a consequence of the
circumstances surrounding our group.”108 In the heated political context of late 1970s, El
Sindicato strikingly did not align itself with any political affiliation: “we don’t belong to
any established political party in Colombia, but this does not imply that we are not
defined politically. We protest as conditioned by our circumstances and we are effecting
change.”109 This stance is echoed by the group’s manifesto, wherein it maintained that its
modes of expression would remain within the realm of the visual arts.110 This decision to
situate its practice outside the realm of activism is of note, particularly in light of many of
its contemporaries and of other artists employing conceptualist strategies in Latin
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America in the 1960s and 1970s. For instance, a striking divergence can be traced
between El Sindicato’s position and the paradigmatic case of conceptual collectivism,
Tucumán Arde of Argentina. The artists of Tucumán Arde also intervened—in this case,
in mass communication—to generate an art of counterinformation. However, their
strategy of counterinformation hinged on making overt political references.
El Sindicato evaded particular political ideologies, always grounding itself in the
belief that art should not be collapsed into life, but that more of the world should be
brought into art. This was a delicate balance that largely resulted in a critical
misunderstanding of the group’s oeuvre. El Sindicato’s work did away with all references
to traditional media and even to newly accepted conceptual strategies like the use of text
as art. It also set aside the didactic political content expected from “committed” art. The
critical parameters as they existed in Colombia in the second half of the 1970s therefore
did not know how to approach or explain this new type of conceptual practice. Despite its
championing by figures like Álvaro Barrios and Eduardo Serrano, many other critics
misapprehended much of El Sindicato’s work. The ephemeral quality of its projects and
the lack of their visual documentation further made it so that El Sindicato’s contributions
other than Alacena con zapatos would go routinely neglected in historiographical
accounts of Conceptualism in Colombia.
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EL SINDICATO RE-INSCRIBES CONCEPTUALISM
Chapter 3: Interventions in the cityscape
El Sindicato navigated between performance and installation with Salón dentro
del Salón, Hojarasca, and Colgandejos as a means to intervene in institutional spaces.
These works placed equal emphasis on sensory experience and audience participation, as
well as on creating tensions between “high” and “low” culture, the gallery space and the
outdoors, and on art’s autonomy versus heteronomy. However, the collective’s most
compelling interventions were those that engaged with the cityscape of Barranquilla. The
four case studies that make up these next two chapters represent the distinctiveness and
forcefulness of El Sindicato’s work during its time.

TURNING TOWARDS THE STREET
Colombian conceptual artists working towards the mid-1970s had radically
pushed the limits of art, yet their works mostly remained within the confines of the
gallery space. Antonio Caro looked to inserting some of his work in the city’s streets, as
seen in the previously mentioned Documentación y información sobre Manuel Quintín
Lame, Colombia, 12 pliegos, and his Colombia-Marlboro project of 1975. However,
while innovative in their approach, these interventions on the cityscape were subdued,
even private, despite their public context. Despite his strategy of using flyers to extend
the work beyond the gallery in Documentación and in his remake of El imperialismo es
un tigre de papel, the viewer/participant nevertheless had to attend the exhibition in order
to access these. The audience in these interventions, therefore, was self-selected. In a
similar manner, the spectator of Colombia, 12 pliegos was also the spectator of the VI
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Salón de Agosto, not the average passerby traversing the city. Furthermore, in Caro’s
images of Colombia-Marlboro people are noticeably absent, and the element of these
works’ subversion lies rather on capturing his Marlboro insertions on film so as to exhibit
them as images. As such, the gallery was the underlying foundation for these as well as
all other works by Caro.111
In addition to Marín and his Incomunicables, another artist would later radically
turn to the street to bypass the gallery space. For his contribution to the 1979 Salón
Atenas, Adolfo Bernal (b.1954-) pasted a number of paper posters throughout the streets,
each with a peculiar and seemingly random word pairing printed in red ink: Rana–Jinete,
Seda–Beatle, Amante–Chicago, Camisa–Bicicleta, and Luna–Papel (Figure 70). Written
in smaller type across the bottom of each poster was an announcement of the artist’s
work at the Salón. These posters emulated advertisements in a similar manner to the
works by Marín and Caro. However, Bernal seems to abstain from social critique in this
work and focuses instead on mocking advertising, grabbing the viewer’s attention
through vividly printed, nonsensical expressions. Caro, Marín, and Bernal turned towards
the streets in an attempt to create an art that would go unmediated by the gallery walls,
thereby expanding their audience beyond the self-selected exhibition audience. However,
the works of these artists remained anchored in the institutional system of galleries and
biennials, undertaking these interventions only as part of larger exhibition initiatives.
El Sindicato began to truly engage the world outside the exhibition space with its
fourth project, titled Aguinaldos (December 1976). This was the first instance in which
the collective focused on creating an artwork that consisted of a situation rather than of
an object for display. The group created invitations to announce Aguinaldos, listing the
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collective members as well as three invited artists: Antonio Caro, Maria Rodríguez, and
Aníbal Tobón (Figure 71). The artists distributed these invitations throughout the city,
and also personally invited all the children of neighboring Barrio Abajo to attend the
“exhibition opening” at the old theater on December 28th. On that evening a diverse
crowd came to the theater, made up of Barrio Abajo families as well as local artists,
critics, and other members of Barranquilla’s arts scene (Figure 72). As the crowd
gathered and mingled, El Sindicato distributed knickknacks like small toys and colorful
stones to the children as gifts:
We managed to make gifts for the neighborhood kids and we brought puppets,
because at that time, Aníbal Tobón also did puppets and theater…. Santa was
riding on a sleigh made from old car tires and his face was a clock, we distributed
sweets and, in the end, it became something in which everyone was involved,
because the children were part of the work and also what we gave as presents
[...]112
This was the work Aguinaldos—staging the convergence of Barranquilla’s multiple
residents and demographics in a space. On “display” then, were the social connections
taking place amongst the attendees.
Aguinaldos comes across as lighthearted while attending to grimmer realities.
Barranquilla in the late 1970s was facing an economic and social crisis as its maritime
shipping industry collapsed and an ineffective attempt at industrialization failed to meet
the demands of a rapidly swelling population.113 Like many of Colombia’s growing
metropolises, Barranquilla suffered from governmental administrations incapable of
112
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instituting adequate infrastructure and public services, especially in middle and lower
class neighborhoods. In this bleak context, Barrio Abajo in particular was a downtrodden
neighborhood beset with poverty and government neglect, as illustrated by a photograph
comparison with the affluent El Prado neighborhood in Re-vista de arte y arquitectura
(Figure 73). At this time neither was Barranquilla exempt from Colombia’s larger
political hostilities, with thousands participating in protests like the national civic strike
of 1977, which resulted in over five hundred arrests.114 El Sindicato’s staging of a joyful
encounter of the city’s different residents temporarily suspends, in the words of Álvaro
Barrios, this cycle of “hunger, violence, death, [and] silence,” the inhumane chaos of the
city.115
With Aguinaldos El Sindicato crystallized its sociological approach to art-making.
This type of intervention, which El Sindicato would subsequently create in various forms,
positioned the audience-participant as a crucial element of the work. The collective
would increasingly look to inserting its works within social dynamics of the world
outside in the coming months, constituting part of a growing discourse on Colombia’s
disorderly urban growth and its socio-cultural effects. This discourse was not taking place
in the isolated halls of universities or think tanks; many cultural producers examined the
relationships between urban forms, social class, and political possibilities. Both Arte en
Colombia and Re-vista de arte y arquitectura, for example, published articles on the
interdisciplinary need to consider Colombia’s—and Latin America’s—changing
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topography and on the social potential of urbanism.116 El Sindicato focused on city space
and its social connections with subsequent interventions. These works also were
noticeably more sober in tone than Aguinaldos.
VIOLENCIA
Carried out on April 9, 1978, the date of the Violencia intervention marks the
thirtieth anniversary of Jorge Eliécer Gaitán’s death. An intrepid politician, Gaitán
founded the National Leftist Revolutionary Union (UNIR) in 1934, rallying the support
of Colombia’s working and lower classes during the volatile years of increasing
sectarianism between Conservatives and Liberals.117 His assassination on April 9, 1948
during his presidency campaign was both a symptom of a fractured society and a catalyst
for heightened hostilities:
The cumulative effects of economic growth and sociocultural change presaged an
era of dislocations and conflicts. To face down these challenges, the Colombian
political system, like many in Latin America and southern Europe, had to resort to
dictatorial methods…The tragic collapse of Jorge Eliécer Gaitán’s populist
Liberal movement in 1948 had several important consequences in this regard.
First, it lent credence to the idea that Colombia was not sufficiently mature for
democracy, because its political and social movements tended to emphasize
income redistribution[…]Second, the violence of gaitanismo’s collapse
precipitated a turn to authoritarianism[…]Third, the perceived dangers of the
moment brought together the disparate capitalist interests that had been at crosspurposes for much of the previous decade[…]This [was] a new plutocracy.118
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43,000 political killings were reported in 1948 alone.119 Crime, violence, and impunity
spread throughout Colombia in the decade following Gaitán’s death, resulting in
thousands of civilian deaths, including of numerous women and children. This was the
outcome of hostilities between Conservatives and Liberals, as well as dissension within
each party. Historical accounts call this La Violencia, a period that nominally ended in
1958 with the establishment of the Frente Nacional.120 The Frente Nacional was a
coalition between the Conservative and Liberal parties, meant to end civil strife by
creating an alternating bi-partisan structure of governmental power. In the end, four
presidents, alternating Liberals and Conservatives, were elected by popular vote: Alberto
Lleras Camargo (1958-1962), Guillermo León Valencia (1962-1966), Carlos Lleras
Restrepo (1966-1970), and Misael Pastrana (1970-1974).121
While this coalition diffused hostilities throughout the 1960s, it merely masked
the underlying and growing rifts within Colombian society. As such, the 1960s in
Colombia, far from displaying the calm after La Violencia’s storm, heralded a drastic
radicalization of the public sphere that would permeate Colombia throughout the decade
of the 1970s. For instead of instituting democracy in the country, the Frente Nacional
crystallized the political leadership of the oligarchic elites, with its alternating structure
displacing minorities from the political process and denying them legitimate public
voice.122 A culture of illegal resistance took root throughout the country. Guerrilla forces
formed during the 1960s in reaction to the coalition’s exclusionary structure, each
following diverse communist veins and developing mostly in rural areas away from
Bogotá: the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC), the Ejército de
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Liberación Nacional (ELN), the Ejército Popular de Liberación (EPL), and the Quintín
Lame guerrilla.123 Alternative political parties also formed, despite the coalition’s
sanctions against the formation of such organizations: Camilo Torres’ Frente Unido del
Pueblo, the Movimiento Revolucionario Liberal (MRL), and former dictator Gustavo
Rojas Pinilla’s populistic party Alianza Nacional Popular (ANAPO), which by the late
1960s was one of the leading political opposition forces in the country.124 Therefore, by
the early 1970s, the pact’s fragile seams meant to unify Colombia’s diverging and
conflicting factions had begun to fray rapidly.
The guerrilla movement; the mass mobilization of the country’s peasantry and
indigenous populations in a fight for land rights; as well as civic strikes and conflicts
between workers’ unions and the state did not subside with the dismantling of the Frente
Nacional in 1974. In fact, these social conflicts magnified, marking a shift in the
manifestation of unrest and violence that pervaded the country into the 1980s. Hopes for
social reforms were quickly dashed with the first post-Frente Nacional presidencies of
Alfonso López Michelsen (1974-1978) and Julio César Turbay Ayala (1978-1982), both
from the Liberal party. A crisis of legitimacy took place, thanks in part to accusations of
rampant government corruption as well as to the emergence of drug trafficking and the
strengthening of guerrillas.125 Upon the proliferation of illicit movements throughout the
country, and in the context of the Cold War, Colombia’s government successively
established a state of siege, unleashing an extreme polarization between opposition forces
and the state, particularly the National Army.126 Fundamentally, a state of siege limits
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individual rights, restricts freedom of the news, restrains workers’ right to organize and
strike, and permits the detention of individuals on the basis of suspicion alone.127
Colombia’s state of siege progressively limited public platforms for non-guerrilla
movements like ANAPO and the MRL, leading to their occasional alliances with
guerrillas to further political ends.128 When López Michelsen reinstated the stage of siege
in October of 1976, his administration explicitly stated how disciplinary measures would
be taken against those actions that perturbed “normal” daily activity:
Interruption of the pacific development of social activities; the organization of
public assemblies without compliance of legal formalities; the obstruction of
transit of vehicles and people in public roadways; the placing of derogatory
writings (or drawings) in public spaces; incitation to break the law and disobey
the competent authorities….129
Any transgression made in public spaces was officially condemned and punishable at the
discretion of the military. Despite such extreme measures the civic movement grew in
numbers and scale, prompting the government to respond with intensifying legal,
physical, and symbolic force. A national general strike took place in September of 1977,
counting with the participation of both the middle and lower urban classes. While the
number strikers’ deaths by the military is still speculated upon, it was nonetheless
immediately clear that the regime’s unpopularity had reached new heights.130
López Michelsen held office through August of 1978 and was succeeded by
Turbay Ayala, whose presidency marked the height of state renewsion in Colombia. As
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Beatriz González expressed, Turbay Ayala’s presidency was one in which “thought truly
suffered, there were raids on homes, there were raids on libraries, [...] it was one of the
most irrational governments we’ve ever had, one of the most immoral and grotesque.”131
Evidently, by the late 1970s Colombian society was defined by the great hostility
between its state and those individuals belonging to the opposition, no matter what shade
of Left these individuals leaned towards. El Sindicato had begun to respond to this cycle
of “hunger, violence, death, silence” at a local level with Aguinaldos, but it was with its
1978 project titled Violencia that it began articulating a structural critique of the
Colombian context.
The case study of Violencia strongly highlights the shift in Conceptualism in the
late 1970s towards an art of action and that did away with explicit political references,
not merely as a defense mechanism in the face of state repression, but really as an
investigation into an art practice that would attain increased effectiveness in engaging the
public and in altering current conditions. Colombian society was witnessing a widespread
civil initiative to publicly challenge the status quo on all fronts, and within their practice
conceptual artists constituted, in various ways, part of this charge that took to the streets.
Of course, El Sindicato’s Violencia did not maintain a neutral position. Indeed, by
intervening in the street and publicly reproducing violence on this specific date and in the
particularly charged context of 1978 Colombia, this intervention constitutes a political
agitation. The intervention maintains resonances with the public actions of protesters at
the time, yet it maintains its critique at a broad level so as not to be pegged down to a
particular political association. Violencia was art posed as an answer to its present, a
practice that articulated a cautious radicalism: ambiguous enough to avoid both
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ideological affiliations as well as official punishment, yet condemning the current
political environment by visually expressing the permanence of violence and fear
underlying Colombian daily life.
The commotion
On the evening of April 9, 1978 the collective created a commotion on the corner
of Barranquilla’s 68th street and 54th avenue, in Barranquilla’s city center. The artists had
filled an otherwise empty lot with stuffed figures simulating bodies, strewing them about
on the ground and placing them as effigies on stakes (Figure 74). They had constituted
the viscera of these bodies with fireworks and detonated them at 6p.m., drawing crowds
to the lot and detaining almost two hundred cars on this major intersection.132 In fact, as
these bodies exploded and burned, many thought in the turmoil that this was a terrorist
attack.133 This event however, was El Sindicato’s intervention titled Violencia.
With Violencia El Sindicato experimented in fully foregoing the exhibition space,
leaping out into the streets of Barranquilla and attempting to fully transcend the art object
in favor of an art of action. In a characteristic manner, the collective announced its
upcoming project days before it would “premiere.” Guillermo Aragón, who had recently
joined El Sindicato, wrote an open letter titled “A propósito de una exposición: El arte
como compromiso” (“On the subject of an exhibition: art as commitment”) in the local
newspaper Diario del Caribe on March 27th to announce the collective’s next
“exhibition.” With a vehement tone Aragón problematizes the notion of “committed
art”—what is the essence of an artist’s commitment, to whom, and why? Rather than
serving any one specific ideology, Aragón asserts that “the commitment of art...cannot be
other than to question itself and to challenge others. It is a commitment to everyone,
132 “Violencia en el Sindicato,” Diario del Caribe (Barranquilla), April 11, 1978
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because we are part of that whole....”134 The practice of art ought to have sociological
roots. To this end he announces the theme of El Sindicato’s upcoming project, that of
violence: violence “as a phenomenon of an era, as a constant of these times, present in
every moment.”135 The violence of desperation, of every unnecessary cry, of torture and
gratuitous deaths—the underlying institutionalized violence of daily Colombian life in
the 1970s.
A legacy of violence
Indeed, violence had been a consistent anxiety with which Colombian artists
grappled in their work since 1948. Working mostly in the traditional media of painting
and drawing, artists in the late 1940s and early 1950s employed narrative techniques to
present the devastating events taking place around them—as seen in the chaotic masses
and armed civilians of Alipio Jaramillo’s 1948 9 de abril (Figure 75). In the early 1960s,
however, a particular occurrence had significant impact on how the artistic field would
process Colombia’s recent history and its repercussions: the 1962 publication of La
violencia en Colombia: estudio de un proceso social, by Germán Guzmán Campos,
Orlando Fals Borda, Eduardo Umaña Luna (Figure 76). Before this publication, the
Colombian public had no access to images of torture and murders that took place
throughout the period of La Violencia, due to extensive censorship in the public media.136
This was the first sociological study of violence in Colombia and it provided ample visual
documentation of these atrocities (Figure 77). Most importantly, the study carried a
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powerful thesis: that violence in Colombia was not an isolated circumstance of bipartisan
oppositions; rather, that it was a condition affecting all of Colombian society.137 Upon
encountering the book’s haunting photographs, artists like Alejandro Obregón, Luis
Ángel Rengifo, Pedro Nel Gómez, Carlos Granada, Normán Mejía, and Pedro Alcántara
incorporated them into a highly expressive neofigurative visual language through which
they symbolized the violence that ravaged, in particular, Colombia’s rural areas.138 Three
works demonstrate with particular potency how the theme of violence was contended
with through a neofigurative lens: Alejandro Obregón’s La Violencia, from 1962, Pedro
Alcántara’s El martirio agiganta a los hombres-raíz, from 1966, and Normán Mejía’s La
horrible mujer castigadora, from 1965 (Figures 78, 79, and 11). All three works
demonstrate the move away from specifically anecdotal references towards symbolic
expression, while also displaying a growing tendency towards abstraction. Most saliently,
all three prominently present bodies on which violence has been markedly inflicted upon.
Obregón and Alcántara focus on the ensuing death after torture, through the depiction of
contorted, mutilated bodies. Mejía imparts a sense of movement to the bleeding,
disfigured woman in his piece, conveying sentient anguish. Together, these three works
can be taken as representative of how neofigurative artists in Colombia gave testimony to
the sense of horror precipitated by violence.
In the 1970s many artists produced explicitly political works, condemning, in
part, the totality of violence in Colombian society. The use of popular graphic arts like
screen-printing and lithography had catapulted since the 1960s thanks to its ease of
production and distribution, yet in the 1970s this medium tended towards a “militant
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commitment to reality” through its didactic—if not dogmatic—imagery and themes.139
Illustrative of this current is the work by artists of Taller 4 Rojo. Diego Arango’s 1971
series Conjunto testimonio, for instance, relies on repetition and juxtaposition to expose
the military’s rampant torture and emphasize the tacit complicity of government officials
in such crimes (Figure 80). However, as Tarver states, despite its confrontational content,
“only in terms of theme does most of this art issue any challenge to the status quo.”140 Its
form nonetheless remained rooted in a traditional medium.
After Feliza Bursztyn, Álvaro Barrios, Bernardo Salcedo, and Beatriz Gonzalez
paved the way in the 1960s for new methods of expression, a number of artists in the
1970s developed conceptual practices as a means to both question the limits of traditional
media and denounce the current sociopolitical conditions in Colombia. Introducing
elements of popular culture and mass media into their works, figures like Antonio Caro
focused their practice on the social behavior of art, as well as on an attempt to alter the
criteria by which art is valued. The work of these early conceptual artists in Colombia
signals a move towards a critical art that had a clear political angle but no didactic
intentions. Using mainly text and graphics, and often with a tone of irony, early
Colombian conceptual artists formulated more generalized, if not oblique, critiques of the
Colombian state. Rarely did these early conceptual works address violence itself, and
those that did formulated a critique that inextricably bound violence and its outcomes
with the current political regime. This is illustrated by Caro’s aforementioned
AQUINOCABEELARTE from 1972, a work which functions as a document that
simultaneously confronts the Colombian art system as well as the repressive methods at
the time deployed by the state (Figure 45).
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Upon tracing this legacy of violence as it was attended to in Colombian art since
1948, El Sindicato’s Violencia stands firmly as a singular work in which the condition of
violence is addressed in itself, and through non-object art that aims for the viewer’s
transformation of consciousness through his/her active involvement in an art action. Not
only does Violencia confront the idea of violence, but it also emphasizes the historical
continuum of violence in Colombia; indeed, the pervasive violence of the 1970s was
merely an iteration of the violence unleashed on April 9, 1948.
April 9, 1978
A striking photograph appeared in a Barranquilla newspaper on April 10, 1978
(Figure 81). The photograph shows a human silhouette lying on the ground, lit by the
crude flash of the camera. The silhouette is formed by items of clothing, although the
body that wore them seems to have disintegrated into the soil, leaving these remnants
behind. The clothing is an imprint of an act of aggression: a sack appearing to be made of
burlap stands in for the head, while the shirt and pants demarcate a human figure with
legs and arms splayed out, as if the body that wore them dropped in this position.
Overgrown grass dominates the composition, threatening to consume the remains and
erase the evidence of what appears to have been a murder. However, two pieces of wood
appearing to have been fashioned into a large cross are placed near the victim’s head,
serving as a makeshift gravestone for all to see. Following the diagonal line set by the
human figure, our eye passes the cross and encounters a small crowd in the far left
background. Cautiously standing away from the scene in the foreground, their
expressions remain indistinct due to the lack of light. Are they spectators or participants
in this act of violence? With the title of “9 de Abril,” the caption underneath reads: “the
ninth of April as seen by the local artistic group ‘El Sindicato’…”
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This is one of just two surviving photographs of Violencia. As with much of El
Sindicato’s oeuvre, there is little visual documentation of this work. However, there was
ample written documentation through local newspaper coverage as well as through
written accounts by members of the collective, making it possible to reconstruct this
event.141 In addition to Aragón’s open letter in Diario del Caribe, two additional articles
appeared between April 4th and 7th announcing the collective’s upcoming “exhibition.”
These two articles present neofigurative painter Normán Mejía as the guest collaborator
on El Sindicato’s project, a seemingly unlikely collaboration if we focus on aesthetic
style alone. Yet it is their shared exploration of violence as something deeply embedded
in modern human behavior what brings these artists together. This collaboration bears
witness to the artists’ belief in the potential of an art of action as a forceful means of
structural critique. It also further illuminates the collective’s compelling use of
collaborations. In addition to Mejía, myriad artists actively worked with El Sindicato
throughout their projects, like Antonio Caro, Álvaro Barrios, and the local artist María
Rodriguez. Yet other collaborations included Gabriel García Márquez’s unwitting
participation in Hojarasca, as well as the participation of the late poet Luis Cárlos López
in the collective’s forthcoming Avanzada project. Collaborations were a clever way for El
Sindicato to form connections with prominent figures in the artistic field. Most intriguing,
however, is how the peculiar collaborations they made with García Márquez and the late
López worked to extend El Sindicato’s associations beyond the artistic field to other
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fields of Colombian culture, further demonstrating the group’s interdisciplinary outlook
and its concern for tying its art to broader societal processes.
The two items published in anticipation of Violencia disclose information on the
general theme, its date, time, and location. This being El Sindicato’s twelfth project, by
this point the collective was already well known locally for its radical experimentations
in art-making. Announcing the work would thus ensure at least a small self-selected
crowd of those curious to see what was next in the collective’s conceptual project.
However, no other details were disclosed to “prepare,” as it were, those coming for their
impending—and unwitting—subjection to and participation in this act of violence.142
Hence, despite the precursory notification, this work constitutes an intervention. For, as
opposed to a performance, this work intervenes on several terrains—it defies art
historical conventions by transcending the object in favor of action; it trespasses urban
space and infringes on the norms of public conduct; and it interferes in the state’s
manipulation of collective memory by revealing the historical continuum of violence in
modern Colombia. No one present on that evening of April 9th at 68th street and 54th
avenue—whether those hoping to presence the opening of “an exhibition” or, in greater
number, those transiting the intersection at the time, not privy to any of this
information—were willing participants of this surprise act. Herewith lies the strength in
Violencia’s intervention, however, since it is precisely through the element of intrusion
that it seeks to raise awareness and transform consciousness on a large scale.
Violencia relies on spectacle to jolt and confront the spectator. Immolating bodies
and producing a cacophony of sounds through fireworks, the intervention induces a
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riotous situation in the public space by creating an immersive environment of disorder
and hostility. Fireworks being a prevalent part of public celebrations and
commemorations, in Violencia they instead serve a sinister purpose, stripped from their
festive connotations in a clever act of subversion. Rather than denoting a celebration,
they impose themselves onto observers and passersby to underline the continuity of
violence. In the words of scholar Ivonne Pini, in Violencia “labor, materials, and meaning
became, then, focal points of reflection.”143 Its spectacle of sights and noise strikingly
interrupted this evening, calling for others to go and enact disruption in their own lives to
end a static regime of renewsion. As such, Violencia intrepidly broke with López
Michelsen’s state of siege edicts: it interrupted normal daily activity, obstructed transit,
stimulated a spontaneous assembly of people, and constituted a powerful incitation to
disobey authority. By orchestrating the convergence of live bodies with the representation
of bodies made absent by years of violence, Violencia salvaged an event relegated to the
past and asserted its continued existence in Colombia’s present.
The cartography of power
In addition to examining the elements of the intervention itself, an analysis of
Violencia necessarily entails looking to the significance of its location in the cityscape of
Barranquilla. We must take into account how the intervention engages and interferes in
the urban space, presupposing that urban space is both a product and vehicle of social
formations. As an intervention in the cityscape, Violencia’s form speaks to Colombia’s
accelerated, if not uncontrolled, urbanization in the 1960s and 1970s and to the advent of
a predominantly urban generation.
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Violencia was carried out in front of the Escuela de Bellas Artes, on a busy
intersection of the city’s most populated area. This location would assure the greatest
impact in terms of visibility and magnitude of observers, especially when taking into
account the intervention’s start time, when most residents are returning from work.
Violencia also worked at a more profound level. By the 1970s the city center was home
to government buildings as well as financial institutions, its space weaving together
narratives of the collapse of the city’s maritime shipping in the 1960s and the city’s push
towards industrialization. Cultural institutions also dominated the area and radiated from
54th avenue, where the intervention took place: consulates, museums, theaters, churches,
the Escuela de Bellas Artes. This is no mere coincidence—as urban theorist Manuel
Castells indicates, “space is not a ‘reflection of society’, it is society….[space] will
express and perform the interests of the dominant class according to a given mode of
production and to a specific mode of development. [Space] will express and implement
the power relationships of the state in an historically defined society.’”144 Mapping
Barranquilla’s city center is therefore to perform the “cartography of power and
control.”145 With Violencia El Sindicato performs this very operation, and intervenes by
disrupting—in a literal and figurative sense—traffic within the overarching structure built
by oligarchic power. As simulated bodies exploded and burned in the empty lot, cars
stopped and crowds gathered, prompting the police and fire department to come and
dissipate the growing multitude. El Sindicato had obtained its desired effect, arranging an
event that interfered in the daily conduct of urban life inculcated by the capitalist
development of Colombia’s repressive regimes.
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Violencia’s also poses a critique of the institution of art. I must note, however,
that although El Sindicato situated Violencia directly in front of the Escuela de Bellas
Artes, this critique was not specifically directed at the Escuela as an institution. Indeed,
this is where all of its members studied under Álvaro Barrios, whose own work served as
a precedent for El Sindicato’s conceptual strategies, and whose support—in the form of
published art criticism and exhibition invitations—provided the group with additional
opportunities to develop its artistic project.146 The Escuela also served as a venue for their
projects, like Hojarasca from 1977. The location for Violencia reveals a complex
dynamic, for the intervention then simultaneously enacts a tribute to the school, while
articulating a more abstract, theoretical critique of the institution of art; that is, of art as a
commodity shaped by hegemonic tastes, of the fetishized art object insulated within the
confines of conservative institutions. Therefore, acknowledging their formation at the
Escuela under Barrios, and in a nod to Barrios’ anti-institutional works like Grabados
populares, the artists of El Sindicato sought to reclaim art from the institution and insert
it in the larger discourses of society by positioning Violencia in the street.
In his public letter, Guillermo Aragón declared that Violencia was “a tribute to
those who seek a new art; to those who strive for change. A tribute to those who
fight…even if it seems pointless.”147 Beginning with Aguinaldos, El Sindicato
experimented with an art practice that critically examined society in real time and space.
However, that El Sindicato leapt out onto the streets did not indicate a desire to collapse
its art practice into life. Indeed, the collective always relied on the relative autonomy of
the artistic field, a space that provided a vantage point from which it could evaluate its
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volatile context and formulate what it deemed was an art relevant to the contemporary
era. This was the ninth of April, as seen by El Sindicato: a day that was not to be ignored
or looked past, or have its tragic events casted to a fixed memory of the distant past.
Violencia’s maneuvers made the invisible visible: on the one hand, it revealed the artistic
field’s hegemonic values of commodification and individualization. It also connected
Colombia’s past with its present, unveiling how the structure of its contemporary society
was forged by and continuously maintained through violence. By creating an iteration of
the upheaval from thirty years before, El Sindicato reactivates this decisive event and
makes the assertion that the past is still the present. Those who experienced the
intervention—either through their presence at the intersection of 68th street and carrera 54
or through the photographs published thereafter in local newspapers—would have to
come to terms with the implications of such a revelation.
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Chapter 4: Metonymic Interventions
It is fundamental to understand the necessity to remain
within the system, even if one is against it, as the prime
condition to combat, modify, or destroy it.
-Guillermo Aragón, “Las cosas claras y el chocolate espeso”

El Sindicato’s work reverberated in Barranquilla as well as in Bogotá towards
1978, prompting more invitations to participate in institutional initiatives like gallery
exhibitions and Salons. In turn, these invitations revealed how ambiguous El Sindicato’s
relationship with institutions would turn out to be. As they stated in their manifesto and in
interviews, El Sindicato welcomed opportunities to exhibit in additional venues, for they
saw these as a means to further disseminate its conceptual project. However, as Aragón
indicates above, the collective also acknowledged that participating within institutions
clashed with some of their beliefs. There was also the question of how to translate its
interventions in the cityscape into the exhibition space—through ingenuity and humor, El
Sindicato then transposed its interventions into these spaces while attempting to maintain
its critical perspective. What we find is that, in a time when art institutions in Colombia
were few and still rather underdeveloped, a critique of these would necessarily be more
theoretical than actual. El Sindicato was optimistic about the potential for artistic
experimentation to intervene in the development of Colombia’s institutions, and so it
chose to partake in gallery exhibitions and, most importantly, in the Salón, to give
visibility to its alternative propositions.

BARRICADA
Three months after Violencia, Barranquilla’s Galería Quintero invited El
Sindicato to develop a site-specific installation. This project would be unveiled on July
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11th, 1978. An article published on July 10th announces the opening date and theme of the
exhibition—Barricada—yet does not provide any other details about the work.148 When
guests arrived to what they thought would be a typical gallery opening, they instead came
face to face with an enormous barricade that denied them entrance to the actual exhibition
space. Cumulating old tires, pieces of windows and doors, twisted scraps of metal, nails,
and other waste materials, El Sindicato thus referenced and reactivated the materials it
used for Espacios de actitud, Montones, and Dispersar to erect a towering, composite
surface that spanned across the length of the Galería Quintero. The barricade’s placement
right at the entrance also imparted a sense of aggression and confrontation.149 In his
review for the local newspaper Diario del Caribe, the critic and conceptual artist Álvaro
Herazo noted that, while the barricades used in protests were typically built at a human
scale, Barricada instead stood at a “heroic scale,” deploying a “baroque excess charged
with symbolic force.”150 Indeed, a photograph published in the Bogotá newspaper El
Espectador shows a portion of the barricade as it soars over four of the collective’s
members (Figure 82). Barricada did not attempt to simply alter the spectator’s perception
of space—as installations generally propose to do. In fact, its height and excess of
materials impeded the viewer from looking through it and into the gallery. The barrage of
its elements instead impelled the viewer to stand back or even walk away. As such, El
Sindicato suspended the standardized relationship between artwork and beholder, making
the artwork into the very means of obstruction.
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A barricade is defined as “an improvised barrier erected across a street or other
thoroughfare to prevent or delay the movement of opposing forces.”151 This standard
definition not only was the group’s starting point for its creative process, but this also
serves to analyze Barricada’s institutional critique. That El Sindicato was exhibiting at a
commercial gallery—albeit one that fomented experimental art—may have seemed like a
paradox. However, this work expresses one of El Sindicato’s strongest attacks against the
institution of art, of the idea of art as a field shaped and controlled by the capitalist
structure. As the work itself consisted of blocking off the gallery space and prompting
spectators/potential consumers to walk away from it, Barricada temporarily halted the
network of commercial transactions that normally revolve around artworks upon their
public display. In turn, the work exposed “the institution of art as a deeply problematical
field, making apparent the intersections where political, economic, and ideological
interests directly intervened and interfered in the production of public culture.”152 By
assembling waste materials within the gallery context in a gesture of aggressive
confrontation, El Sindicato grounded the work’s critique on the assertion that bourgeois
values are often congealed in institutionalized exhibition spaces, in the relations that
ensue within them, and in the fetishization of the objects on display.
Álvaro Herazo’s sharp review of Barricada further reveals the work’s maneuvers.
Herazo pointedly places Barricada within a genealogy of confrontational art
interventions on space: while the article curiously does not include a photograph of the
work itself, the text is interspersed with an image of Marcel Duchamp’s Mile of String,
from 1942, as well as of Jeanne-Claude and Christo’s Running Fence, from 1976 (Figure
151 "barricade".
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83). Duchamp’s work stands as an icon of an artist’s intervention in the traditional
relationship between spectator and object. Through a process of negation— obstructing
the spectator’s access to the works on view and denying him from being able to negotiate
the gallery space—Duchamp activates the spectator’s consciousness of his body and his
surroundings. Running Fence is also a keen reference on Herazo’s part; a temporary
eighteen-feet tall fence erected along twenty-four miles across California’s Marin and
Sonoma counties, it is a work that stands out in Jeanne-Claude and Christo’s oeuvre
because its maneuvers are less of a formal aesthetic exercise and more of an exploration
into the—often arbitrary—demarcation and defense of territory. Herazo also includes
two other images in his review: a detail of German Dadaist Kurt Schwitters’ Merzbau
from 1933 and an installation view of Alan Neider’s Basement Sculpture from 1977
(Figures 84 and 85). One is a home transformed into a total sculptural environment, the
other an installation of discarded materials assembled into two mounds within a gallery
space—both serve as a point of contrast to Barricada. As he directly references in the
text, Barricada was not an environment to be immersed within, like the Merzbau (or, I
add, like those in the 1968 Espacios ambientales exhibition, to draw from a well-known
Colombian case). And although Herazo does not refer to Basement Sculpture in the text,
we can assert that Barricada was not an installation along the lines of Neider’s either,
whose critique, which hinged on the contrast between its unorthodox materials and the
sterile gallery space, lies exclusively within the axis of self-referential aesthetic debates
taking place in the New York art world at the time. While Barricada engages in forceful
institutional critique more in the vein of Duchamp’s impeding gesture in Mile of String,
its strength lies rather in its resonance with the form of civic protests taking place in the
late 1970s. Herazo draws the connection between Barricada and these manifestations by
including an inset of one such protest in Barranquilla, asserting that the work “posits
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tangential positive effects for art of the [Atlantic] coast as it accustoms the spectator not
only to recognize his surroundings…but also posits at the mental level an art of
sociological roots” (Figure 86).153 A sociological perspective, of course, lies at the crux
of El Sindicato’s artistic project. Therefore, that Barricada initiates this particular
cognitive operation in the spectator is not a tangential effect but is its singular
achievement as a work of art in this particular context.
In the face of rising social tensions, Barricada critiqued the conditioning of art as
an isolated, elitist field by acting as a mirror of the outside, explicitly invoking images of
public protests raging throughout Colombia. Such protests, like the national strike of
September 1977, involved massive street marches by union workers, students, and other
members of civil society in a collective demand for better public services, as well as for
economic and political reform. These weren’t passive demonstrations—in Barranquilla,
for instance, protesters burned cars and formed barricades across major streets and
highways to disrupt order and challenge the apparatus of state discipline.154 An analysis
of Barricada therefore needs to focus on the work’s “semiotic functions in order to
produce meanings related to its structural position within a larger social circuit or
context.”155 Yet Barricada should not be merely read as a sign. Rather, it should be read
as a metonym based on its explicit associations; that is, as a substitution for a street
intervention. With this work El Sindicato set out enact an institutional critique;
barricading a street would have engaged an entirely different audience and may have
gone unnoticed by those within the art institution. The most direct way, therefore, would
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be to barricade the institution itself. Interpreting the metonymic function of Barricada
also reveals how the group negotiated its position in the art field during this time, for it
created Barricada a month after its work Alacena con zapatos won the top prize at
Barranquilla’s Salón Regional. Winning first place at the Salón Regional foreshadowed
the public debate that was to come that November, when Alacena would go on to win the
top prize at the Salón Nacional. Amidst heated local debate over Alacena’s merits, and
attempting to negotiate its place vis-à-vis the establishment, El Sindicato maintained its
critical perspective by creating a work that barricaded the institution and referenced the
larger social context instead.

ALACENA CON ZAPATOS
“What is conceptual here...the award or the awardee?”
With this question the critics Antonio Caballero Villa and Carlos J. María
launched their particularly fierce criticism of Alacena con zapatos, in an article published
in Diario del Caribe after the jury of Barranquilla’s Salón Regional announced its prizes.
Trying to “recuperate from the shock of the jury’s surprise decision,” Caballero Villa and
María evaluate Alacena and ground their critique in the belief that conceptual art, as that
“which developed from Dada and Pop Art,” has no place in Colombia.156 Indeed, like
both authors assert, conceptual art in the United States and Europe arose from particular
social circumstances. What the authors fail to recognize, however, is that art could be
conceptual without deriving from American or European models. This was just one
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instance of the confusion and outrage that official recognition of this conceptual work
engendered. From the venue’s custodial workers throwing out what it thought was trash
during the exhibition installation, to fiery public debates in the local news, reactions to
Alacena’s imposing accumulation of shoes certainly ran the gamut. Undeniably, these
illustrated how conceptual practices were increasingly, yet certainly not yet widely
accepted as a legitimate mode of expression in Colombia.
Alacena con zapatos (Cupboard with Shoes) consisted of over three hundred
tattered shoes nailed to an old cupboard frame measuring 5x4x2 ft. (Figure 87). The
artists had gathered these from the streets of Barranquilla; there are therefore no pairs,
and no shoe is really alike. The piece represents women, men, and children, as it contains
heels, sandals, work boots, and tennis shoes of all sizes. The sheer amount of shoes
makes it so that they completely cover the cupboard, giving the illusion of a swelling
mass that spills its contents onto the exhibition space. The shoes apparently also gave off
a strong stench, further defaming the sanctity of the institution. Even more shocking must
have been the work’s placement on the landing of the venue’s main stairwell, a prime
spot for such a confrontational piece. The overall effect then, as El Sindicato member
Efraín Arrieta put it, was that of a “monster [that] presented its objective reality; an
assemblage of used shoes on a cupboard, totally covering it like scales made of detritus,
scales that turned aggressively against the spectator and confuse him at first glance.”157
The Salón Regional’s jury comprised Álvaro Barrios, Beatriz González, and
Eduardo Serrano, all proponents of experimental art. Critics like Caballero Villa and
María attributed Alacena’s prize solely to this apparent fortuity, as the jury, by the “grace
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and magic of their critico-artistic authority,” converted this heap into a work of art.158
While the critiques railed against the decidedly unattractive appearance and smell of the
work—“how could a bunch of stinking shoes be art?” was the common question—I
detect that the underlying disconcertment seemed to stem from whom the shoes
represented and brought into the gallery. Alacena’s shoes—work boots, canvas sandals,
cheap high heels, running shoes—signified people of the working class, challenging the
upscale, homogenous audience of the museum. Their presence was unwelcome at the
venues like the Salón, and less so through their discarded indexical traces. Alacena made
no attempts to be aesthetic, making it harder for critics to accept. In the words of the
collective members, “when one goes to an exhibition one doesn’t expect to run into
reality.”159
The debate over Alacena’s merits died down until the opening of the Salón
Nacional the following November, when the jury of Brazilian critic and curator Aracy
Amaral, American curator Waldo Rasmussen, and Colombian painter Santiago Cárdenas
awarded the grand prize to Alacena (Figure 88). In response, dozens of articles and public
letters were published in Colombia’s various newspapers. Even Marta Traba took up the
issue, calling Alacena a “punk parody.”160 A number of Colombian critics avidly
supported the work, yet the most marked difference this time around was the proliferation
of retrospective surveys of the development of conceptual art in the country. With a
conceptual work winning Colombia’s foremost institutional honor, and as the seventies
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decade approached its end, the moment was opportune to look back on these practices:
“this award proposes, inevitably, the urgency of a critical review of all young art that has
been realized in Colombia throughout this decade.”161
Eduardo Márceles Daconte published the more nuanced and perceptive of these
accounts in his article “El arte conceptual se toma el Salón Nacional,” published in El
Espectador on December 10th, 1978. Márceles Daconte abstains from giving stylistic
definitions of conceptual art, and subsequently focuses on the communicative aspects of a
work like Alacena: “the work is very eloquent. There is no doubt that Barranquilla today
is an old shoe. Just the image of its public market is enough to feel sadness and repulsion
for a city that once was known as ‘the golden door of Colombia’.”162 Indeed, Barranquilla
was experiencing such a dearth of public services that El Sindicato found the three
hundred shoes on the streets in a matter of days. Márceles Daconte references in his
review the Cartagena poet Luis Cárlos López, whose poem “A mi ciudad nativa” relates
an imagery that parallels Alacena:
You were heroic in colonial years,
when your children, soaring eagles,
were not a swarm of Common Swifts.
But today, while teeming with a rancid disarray,
you can still inspire that affection
that one has for a pair of old shoes163

161 “Barranquilla: El Premio a ‘El Sindicato’,” Re-vista de arte y arquictectura 1, no.3 (1979): 51
162

“El trabajo es muy elocuente. No hay duda que Barranquilla es en la actualidad un zapato Viejo. Solo la
vision de su mercado público es suficiente para sentir tristeza y repudio en una ciudad que llegó a ser
conocida en épocas remotas como ‘La puerta de oro de Colombia’.” Eduardo Márceles Daconte, “El Arte
Conceptual Se Toma el Salón Nacional,” El Espectador (Bogotá), December 10th, 1978
163 “Fuiste heróica en los años coloniales, cuando tus hijos, águilas caudales, no eran una caterva de
vencejos. Mas hoy, plena de rancio desaliño, bien puedes inspirar ese cariño, que uno les tiene a sus
zapatos viejos.”
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This reference is not only fitting because of the poem’s imagery. It also serves as a
jumping-off point to evaluating Alacena as a metonymic intervention. Alacena has a clear
connection with an intervention that El Sindicato carried out in Cartagena in October
1978, five months after it won the prize at the Salón Regional. Titled Avanzada, the work
consisted of “a long procession of shoes and boots painted in red” placed around the
city’s Monumento a los Zapatos Viejos.164 This monument was erected in honor of Luis
Cárlos López (commonly known as “el Tuerto López”), and features an enormous bronze
pair of worn out, old shoes as an ode to López’s aforementioned poem.
Luis Carlos López belonged to the larger current of Spanish American
“antiliterature,” a reaction to modernist literature and championed by writers like
Cortázar, Jorge Luis Borges, and Guillermo Cabrera Infante. This antiliterature was a
radical rupture with artistic tradition, rejecting linear narratives and parodying canonical
literary models through ironic humor and allusion.165 López was irreverent and brutally
honest in portraying his reality through literature. Publishing his first book in 1906, his
poetry—or, more appropriately, his antipoetry—was one of the first reactions against
modernist tendencies that predominated in the twentieth century, subverting
modernismo’s ornamentation and idealization.166 There are therefore unmistakable
parallels between López’s antiliterature and the Conceptualism of El Sindicato,
particularly when viewing López’s poetry as a dialectical response to the hermeticism
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“consistió en una larga marcha de zapatos y botas viejas pintadas de rojo,” “Avanzada por el tuerto
López,” unidentified news clipping, October 30, 1978, personal archive of Aníbal Tobón
165 James J. Alstrum, “La poesía de Luis Carlos López y la tradición de la antiliteratura en las letras
hispánicas,” Boletín Cultural y Bibliográfico 7, no. XXIII (1986), accessed March 1, 2011,
http://www.banrepcultural.org/blaavirtual/publicacionesbanrep/boletin/boleti4/bol7/poesia.htm
166 Seymour Menton, “Colombian Literature,” in A History of Literature in the Caribbean: Hispanic and
Francophone Regions, edited by A. James Arnold (Amsterdam and Philadelphia: J. Benjamins, 2001): 6667
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and feigned autonomy of modernist literature.167 El Sindicato analogously posed its antiaesthetic art as a dialectical antithesis to hegemonic artistic values: “breaking the forms
of beauty with different forms strengthens this historical moment, because it regenerates
the reasoning of those who believe in continuity.”168 El Sindicato staged Avanzada on the
twenty-eighth anniversary of López’s death, declaring López as the guest artist (see the
announcement for Avanzada, figure 89). The artists formed a file using shoes as literal
signifiers of a vanguard (in the military sense), and as a symbolic nod to López’s
ennobling of the homely and quotidian. The procession of red shoes thus formed a
temporary monument of its own, a contemporary postscript to López’s oeuvre.
With Alacena El Sindicato sought to intervene in the Salón, similarly representing
Colombia’s reality through the shoes of its people. Alacena thus encapsulated the
cityscape from which its elements came, standing as an ethnographic archive of those
who daily traversed Barranquilla’s streets. Originally, the collective wanted to create a
march of shoes that would go up the stairs of the Teatro Municipal, the venue for the
Salón Regional. The idea changed, however, upon the group considering the possibility
that the jury might choose this work for the Salón Nacional; it would have been difficult,
logistically and economically, for the artists to travel to Bogotá to re-stage the
intervention.169 Therefore, the group decided instead to contain the march of shoes within
a standalone structure that could be mobilized as needed—Alacena con zapatos, then,
became a metonym. The end result was, in turn, more powerful in its confrontation, for in
contrast to a uniform, single file like Avanzada’s, Alacena put forth a chaotic multitude
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For an evaluation of López’s antithesis to modernism see Alstrum, “La poesía de Luis Carlos López y
la tradición de la antiliteratura en las letras hispánicas”
168 “el rompimiento de las bellas formas con las formas diferentes fortalece el momento histórico, porque
rejuvence el pensamiento de los continuistas.” Efraín Arrieta, “Sobre arte: la última palabra”
169 Gómez in coversation with Barrios, Orígenes, 176
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that barged into the gallery without hesitation. The object was instead a tool by which to
stage an intervention on the event, a subversive decoy that inserted the street and its
people into the hermetic confines of the Salón. While the collective felt compelled to
participate in the Salón in order to showcase the kind of alternative, conceptual work
taking place in cities like Barranquilla, it nevertheless strove to create a work that would
not exist as a static object to be contemplated and subsequently collected. As Gómez
states, “Alacena con zapatos was the first work that we made while striving for a certain
perdurability. We were never interested in having the work last, but given that this was an
important Salón, we encountered [this] logistical problem.”170 After the exhibition ended,
the artists took the cupboard and threw it away on their train ride back to Barranquilla.171

In response to the ruling of the 1978 Salón Nacional, artist Édgar Negret
remarked that Alacena con zapatos was “as brave and scandalous today as my screws and
metals were in their time.”172 Indeed, as with much vanguard works, the propositions of
conceptual artists in the 1970s eventually became fully legitimized and institutionalized.
Even Alacena was wholly incorporated into the system, a 2000 remake of it forming part
of the collection of the Museo de Arte de Barranquilla (Figure 90). There were also
immediate effects of legitimization within El Sindicato, as the collective disbanded
months after winning the Salón’s grand prize. While this bright period of intense activity
170

“Alacena con zapatos fue la primera obra que se hizo tratando de que tuviera alguna perdurabilidad.
Nunca nos interesó que la obra durara, pero en vista de que este era un Salón importante, se nos presentaba
un problema logístico.” Gómez in coversation with Barrios, Orígenes, 177
171 María Mercedes Herrera, “Crítica de arte e institucionalización del arte conceptual en Colombia. La
década de 1970” (lecture, Arte colombiano contemporáneo: reflexión, creación e historia conference,
Universidad de Bogotá Jorge Tadeo Lozano, Bogotá, Colombia, February 7, 2011, accessed February 15,
2011, http://www.utadeo.edu.co/programas/humanidades/conferencias_2011.php)
172 “Alacena con zapatos es tan valiente y tan escandalosa hoy en día, como lo fueron mis tornillos y mis
metales en su época.” Édgar Negret, as quoted in “Édgar Negret: Una mezcla de lógica,” Diario del Caribe
(Barranquilla), November 28, 1978.
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had come to an end, El Sindicato’s works nonetheless echoed through contemporaneous
conceptual practices, and continued to trickle through Colombian contemporary art.
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Conclusion
“I consider that our deserved national prize becomes for us a
double-edged sword, as it obliges us to enter into certain
coordinates and relationships”
-Aníbal Tobón

The month following the Salón Nacional, El Sindicato member Aníbal Tobón
wrote a letter of resignation to his fellow members. With the prize, Tobón maintained, El
Sindicato would now become entangled with commercial and individualist tendencies
that came in direct conflict with the group’s tenets.173 Having treasured this “gigantic
adventure” but ultimately finding his own values incompatible with this degree of
institutional legitimization, Tobón then left the group. This signaled the disbandment of
the rest of El Sindicato soon thereafter, executing its last project in 1979.174 The group
must have realized that their degree of experimentation and critique was unsustainable in
the face of institutionalization. Indeed, Aníbal Tobón abandoned art practice for theater,
his background prior to joining the collective. The rest of El Sindicato’s members—
Efraín Arrieta, Guillermo del Castillo, Ramiro Gómez, and Carlos Restrepo—went back
to individual production, all of them creating more conventional objects or installations.
The 1970s in Colombia saw an incredible growth in the plurality of modes that
artists availed themselves of to enact institutional and sociopolitical critique. While textbased works dominated much of conceptual art, other works were resonant with El
Sindicato’s desire to intervene in public spaces. For instance Sara Modiano, also an artist
from Barranquilla, erected large-scale structures or walls in public open spaces using
173

“me considero moralmente imposibilitado para sentar mi respective posición ane estos casos donde
prima de cierta manera el comercio y las relaciones de la producción individual[…]” Tobón, letter of
resignation to members of El Sindicato, December 5, 1978.
174 The last project was Corraleja, executed in conjunction with the I Festival de Vanguardia in
Barranquilla
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brick and wood (Figure 91). Not only does the rudimentary aspect of these structures
starkly contrast with the surrounding city architecture, but their placement and scale also
creates a rupture in the landscape. In Construcción from 1981, for example, a massive
wall cuts through the space outside the São Paulo Biennial pavilion, forcing the viewer to
confront and circumvent the structure. Modiano intervened through these structures
solely during exhibition events like the São Paulo Biennial and the Salón Atenas,
exhibiting detailed architectural plans in conjunction with the built structure.
Alberto Uribe created a similar work for the 1981 Medellín Biennial (Figure 92).
Uribe erected a large cube made up of logs attached with plastic bands, and placed it in a
public square in Medellín.175 Comparable to Modiano’s, Uribe’s structure is conspicuous
thanks to its scale, crude appearance, and dramatic placement in the public space. Also
like Modiano’s, Uribe’s work bewilders the viewer by intentionally maintaining the
structure’s possible “use” a mystery. Uribe’s structure, however, seems to have darker
undertones, with its allusions to funerary pyres. Pyres, of course, are commonly used as
celebratory symbols of remembrance, yet Uribe’s reference, taken in the context of 1981
Colombia under Turbay Ayala, conjures grimmer images of overt, violent deaths on part
of the state.
More subtle interventions also took place during this time, particularly revolving
around the 1981 Coloquio sobre arte no-objetual y arte urbano and the Medellín
Biennial. Germán Linares, a young and emerging artist, intervened on a public park by
placing patterns along some of its walls using colored paper and assorted objects. He then
exhibited photographs of these at the Coloquio’s accompanying exhibition (Figure 93).176
The understated, geometric pattern almost gets lost among the leaves that have
175
176

See Acha, “El Coloquio,” 10, 22
See Acha, “El Coloquio,” 10, 25
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accumulated against the wall. Therefore, much like Marín’s Incomunicables, only the
discerning spectator would distinguish this addition to the public domain.
Álvaro Herazo also participated in the Coloquio with his performance Sellando el
mar. Herazo now had moved beyond his conceptual maps to become a sort of father
figure for performance art in Colombia, commencing in the late 1970s a long and rich
trajectory of this kind of practice. Most of his performances took place inside exhibition
spaces. However, in 1978 he undertook a series of performances that deliberately took
place outside. Specifically, these performances intervened on well-known monuments of
major European cities, as seen in Sueños del viajero, carried out in London’s Hyde Park
(Figure 94).177 Like a traveler sometimes dreams of doing upon encountering public
monuments, Herazo illegally mounted Patrick MacDowell’s allegorical sculpture of
Europe in the Albert Memorial, a grouping of three women representing peace and
liberty. A harp as well as a brush and palette at the foot of the sculpture are also meant to
signify Europe’s preeminence in the arts and culture. As Herazo intervenes, his stark
business suit and suitcase counter the neoclassical figures and their delicate, flowing
robes. In addition to filling the empty space between the sculptures’ triangular formation,
Herazo also notably stands directly above the carved “Europe” inscription on the base, all
in a wry gesture that simultaneously feigns a traveler’s naiveté while brazenly dismissing
European posturings of who is to be considered as “cultured.” Herazo furthers this point
by blocking the harp and the painting palette from view.
Herazo’s emphasis on ephemeral actions more closely parallel El Sindicato’s
work. Moreover, the interventions above all signal Colombian artists’ increased priority
of turning towards the street and the public domain with their work. The urban fabric in
177

See Serrano, “El Conceptualismo,” in Cien años de arte colombiano 1886-1986, 219 and “Los años
setentas: y el arte en Colombia,” 36
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Colombia—and worldwide—in the 1970s was quickly morphing as growing economic
forces called for swift city population growth and concentration. This context therefore
called for an art practice that would address the multiplicity of audiences in such complex
urban environments. However, as these case studies demonstrate, such interventions
remained rooted in the institutional sphere, being conceived solely as part of exhibition
initiatives. This includes Herazo’s interventions, which were truly meant to be exhibited
through documentary photographs. Additionally, all of these works clearly maintained an
individualist stance in their creation, diverging from El Sindicato’s method.
National discourse on conceptual art ramped up after Alacena won the top prize at
the Salón and artists continued to explore the limits of art practice into the beginnings of
the next decade. However, the 1981 Coloquio, intended as an international gathering that
would in turn further incorporate Colombia into the larger dialogues over conceptual and
non-object art, failed to win over new national converts to the experimental wave. In the
words of Juan Acha,
It is difficult, therefore, that the public accept ‘non-objectood’ as a historical
phenomenon whose raison d'etre is to oppose an objecthood that is corrupt and in
the process of degeneration and fetishization. This opposition is not to supersede,
but to recapture the importance of human actions toward the object.178
Indeed, this vein of extreme experimentation subsided in the country after 1981.
For one, a rise in the art market favored traditional media like painting and sculpture,
leaving conceptual artists little room and with no other recourse than to dedicate
themselves to other jobs in order to survive.179 Perhaps telling was also the ceasing of Re178

“Es difícil, pues, que el público aceptase que el no-objetualismo constituye un fenómeno histórico cuya
razón de ser está en contraponerse a un objetualismo maleado y en completa degeneración y fetichización.
Contraponerse, no con el fin de substituirlo, sino de recuperar la importancia de las acciones humanas ante
el objeto.” Acha, “El Coloquio,” Re-vista de arte y arquitectura 2, no.7 (1981): 27
179 “Barranquilla también fue cayendo en el agotamiento artístico. La gente que compraba arte en esa
época no se interesó en ese tipo de obras, las galerías se fueron acabando [….]” Gómez in conversation
with Barrios, in Orígenes, 181-182. See also Tarver, 375
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vista’s publication in 1981, one of Colombia’s foremost platforms for experimental art.
Iterations of conceptual practices—most notably, performance art and installations—
gained traction once again towards the 1990s, enjoying a meteoric rise in the works of
emerging, post-conceptual artists.
El Sindicato was posed as a concentration of the 1970s’ spirit of radical
experimentation, pushing art towards its very limits by doing away with all traditional
values of aesthetics, technical skill, and individualism. This push was perhaps the very
reason for its fall—not having generated the structural change in the art field that it strove
for throughout its oeuvre, its practices could not endure within an artistic field that,
despite opening itself to experimentations, ultimately favored more traditional media. In
truth, El Sindicato's interventions, even when they took place within their own alternative
gallery, never transcended the confines of the artistic field. Violencia stands as the one
work, amongst the collective's oeuvre as well as within the narrative of Colombian
conceptual art, that took place exclusively in the street and without any connections to an
exhibition. The question then remains—why was Violencia the only intervention of its
kind within El Sindicato's body of work? Perhaps such a radical transgression on the
public sphere, with its resonances to both guerrilla and civil movements, proved to be too
dangerous to repeat in the context of 1978 Colombia, where the threat of persecution was
too great. After all, this was a time in which artists were commonly persecuted for their
beliefs, even when their works did not contain explicit political references. Feliza
Bursztyn, for instance, left Colombia in exile in 1981 as a result of intense persecution on
part of the state.180
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See her obituary written by Gabriel García Márquez, “Los 166 días de Feliza,” El País, January 20,
1982,
http://www.elpais.com/articulo/opinion/COLOMBIA/166/dias/Feliza/elpepiopi/19820120elpepiopi_11/Tes
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Perhaps this same reason may also help explain why so little Colombian art of the
1970s dared to step outside of the gallery; transcending the boundaries of the artistic field
would further blur the lines between art and activism, and thus leave such works more
vulnerable to outside scrutiny like the state's. However, as comments by the members of
El Sindicato illustrate, completely sidestepping the gallery also means forgoing
opportunities to build the symbolic capital needed to have influence on the course of
national cultural production. When the objective is to expand the boundaries established
by the art system, perhaps it is antithetical to operate completely outside of it.
A number of factors then ultimately hindered the incorporation of El Sindicato's
oeuvre beyond Alacena into the narrative of Colombian art, as well as in that of
Conceptualism as it developed internationally: the volatile political context of Colombia
and its threat of persecution, the contemporaneous lack of a local critical language that
could speak to the collective's projects, and the dearth of visual documentation of its
works. Furthermore, as it was the case in most Latin American countries, there was little,
if any, institutional awareness and desire to even preserve archives of these ephemeral
works. While bright, El Sindicato's flame burned out as quickly as it was lit. This period
of artistic rebellion and dissent nonetheless proves to be incredibly relevant as a
significant, yet overlooked chapter in the narrative of Latin American confrontational art,
and as a beacon for those who may look back to it in their own explorations into
disturbing or destabilizing accepted notions of art.
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Figures
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Figure 1. Ana Mercedes Hoyos, Atmósfera, 1978, oil on canvas

Figure 2. El Sindicato, Alacena con zapatos, 1978,
assemblage
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Figure 3. Espacios Ambientales exhibition flyer, 1968

Figure 4. Ignacio Gómez Jaramillo, Dama vestida de blanco,
1937, oil on canvas
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Figure 5. Guillermo Wiedemann, ST, n.d., oil on canvas

Figure 6. Alejandro Obregón, Last Condor, 1965, oil on canvas
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Figure 7. Eduardo Ramírez Villamizar, Untitled, 1959, oil on canvas

Figure 8. Édgar Negret, Aparato mágico, 1957, sculpture
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Figure 9. Image of Feliza Bursztyn’s Untitled and Untitled, both from 1965, welded metal, from
Marta Traba’s Mirar en Bogotá

Figure 10. Feliza Bursztyn, Mirando al norte, 1965, welded metal
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Figure 11. Normán Mejía, La horrible mujer castigadora, 1965, oil on canvas

Figure 12. Carlos Rojas, Marta Traba 4 Veces, 1965, mixed media
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Figure 13. Beatriz González, Los suicidas del Sisga, 1965,
enamel on metal

Figure 14. Feliza Bursztyn, Histérica, 1968, welded metal and motor
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Figure 15. Beatriz González, Los suicidas del Sisga, and
photograph from El Tiempo (Bogotá), 1965

Figure 16. Beatriz González, Apuntes para la Historia extensa de Colombia,
Tomo I (left) and Tomo II (right), 1965, enamel on metal
(left) and Tomo II (right), 1967, enamel on metal
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Figure 17. Bernardo Salcedo, Lo que Dante nunca supo, 1966, assemblage

Figure 18. Bernardo Salcedo, Melodrama, 1966, assemblage
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Figure 19. Newspaper photograph showing Salcedo with one of his Autopistas ’69, 1968

Figure 20. Bernardo Salcedo, Caja excitante, 1968, assemblage
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Figure 21. Bernardo Salcedo, Paseo al río, 1969, wood, rocks, glass

Figure 22. Bernardo Salcedo, Minifundio, 1969, wood, dirt, glass
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Figure 23. Bernardo Salcedo, Hectárea de heno, 1970, polyurethane bags, vinyl
numbers, and hay; as installed at the II Bienal de Arte Coltejer

Figure 24. Bernardo Salcedo, Multiplicación, 1970, pencil on paper
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Figure 25. Bernardo Salcedo, Multiplicación, 1970, pencil on paper

Figure 26. Bernardo Salcedo, Información general, 1970, Xerox copy
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Figure 27. Antonio Caro, Primitive Art, 1970, Xerox copy

Figure 28. Jorge Posada, El escudo colombiano, 1970, Xerox copy
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Figure 29. Antonio Caro, Colombia-Marlboro, 1975, ink and
collage on paper

Figure 30. Photograph of art history course given at the II Bienal Coltejer,
Medellín
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Figure 31. Photograph of roundtable with artist Lea Lublin at the II
Bienal Coltejer, Medellín

Figure. 32. Installation by Julio Le Parc, as exhibited at the II Bienal
Coltejer, Medellín
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Figure 33. Lea Lublin, Fluvio subtunal, 1970, installation; as installed at the II
Bienal Coltejer, Medellín

Figure 34. Les Levine, stills from Repeated Images, 1970, video
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Figure 35. Luis Arias Vera, sobre #71, 1970, mailing envelope

Figure 36. Luis H. Días, work at II Bienal de Arte Coltejer, 1970
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Figure 37. Beatriz González, Naturaleza casi muerta, 1970, enamel on metal, mounted on
metal furniture
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Figure 38. Antonio Caro, Azul—Color, 1972, artist’s book, installation detail

Figure 39. Bernardo Salcedo, Naturalezas muertas (triptych), 1972, enamel on metal
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Figure 40. Julia Acuña, No contaminación, 1972, installation

Figure 41. Efraín Arrieta, Construya—Destruya, 1971, installation
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Figure 42. Antonio Caro, Homenaje tardío de sus amigos y amigas de Zipaquirá, Manaure y
Galerazamba or Cabeza de Lleras, 1970, salt, eyeglasses, glass vitrine, water; as installed at the
XXI Salón de Artistas Nacionales, Museo Nacional, Bogotá

Figure 43. Photograph of President Carlos Lleras
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Figure 44. “¡Se inundó el Salón!” by Alegre Levy, El Tiempo (Bogotá), October 17, 1970;
showing Antonio Caro’s Cabeza de Lleras

Figure 45. Composite of Antonio Caro, AQUINOCABEELARTE, 1972, acrylic on poster board
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Figure 46. Antonio Caro, Documentación y información sobre Manuel Quintín Lame (two views
from outside the gallery), 1972, acrylic on poster board, as installed at the Salón Independiente
Jorge Tadeo Lozano

Figure 47. Antonio Caro, Manuel Quintín Lame información y variación visual, 1972,Xerox;
flyer that was handed out to passers-by at the I Salón Independiente Jorge Tadeo Lozano
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Figure 48. Newspaper photograph showing Antonio Caro (on ladder)
installing El imperialismo es un tigre de papel (acrylic, silk, and poster
board) for Nombres nuevos en el arte de Colombia, Museo de Arte
Moderno de Bogotá, 1973; photoby Robayo for La República (Bogotá)

Figure 49. Antonio Caro, Colombia, 12 pliegos, 1972, acrylic paint on
poster board
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Figure 50. Jonier Marín, photographs documenting Incomunicable, 1974, intervention in urban
space, Bogotá

Figure 51. Álvaro Barrios, Grabado popular (left) printed in
Diario del Caribe (Barranquilla), October 3, 1974
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Figure 52. María Rodríguez, Luna llena, 1978, glass

Figure 53. Antonio Inginio Caro, Ave María inviolada, 1980,
series of fifteen photographs
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Figure 54. Antonio Caro, slide from Colombia—Marlboro, 1975, multimedia
presentation at the I Salón Atenas, Museo de Arte Moderno de Bogotá

Figure 55. Antonio Caro, slide from Colombia—Marlboro, 1975, multimedia
presentation at the I Salón Atenas, Museo de Arte Moderno de Bogotá
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Figure 56. Miguel Ángel Rojas, Atenas, 1975, mixed media (left), and detail
photograph of floor tile with semen (right)

Figure 57. Ramiro Gómez, Objeto con vidrio, 1975, assemblage
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Figure 58. Carlos Restrepo, Tubo 10o, 1976, aluminum

Figure 59. Newspaper photograph of the old theater where El Sindicato was based
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Figure 60. Taller 4 Rojo, Agresión imperialista, 1972, three photo-serigraph posters

Figure 61. Taller 4 Rojo, América 73: La Lucha es larga, comencemos ya, 1973,
photo-serigraph
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Figure 62. Newspaper photograph of Espacios de actitud,
Diario del Caribe (Barranquilla), June 2, 1976

Figure 63. Newspaper photograph of Alberto del Castillo’s
work for Montones, 1976
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Figure. 64. Invitation to Dispersar, October 1, 1976

Figure 65. Scene from Salón dentro del Salón, July 1977
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Figure 67. El Sindicato, Hojarasca,
installation view at Galería La Escuela

Figure 66. El Sindicato, Hojarasca,
installation view at Galería La Escuela
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Figure 68. Invitation to Hojarasca, June 24, 1977

Figure 69. Newspaper photograph of the opening of Hojarasca
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Figure 70. Adolfo Bernal, Rana–Jinete, Seda–Beatle, Amante–Chicago,
Camisa–Bicicleta, and Luna–Papel, 1979, typographic impression on paper,
as installed on the streets of Bogotá on the occasion of the V Salón Atenas

Figure 71. Invitation to Aguinaldos, December 28, 1976
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Figure 72. Newspaper photograph of Aguinaldos, Diario del Caribe
(Barranquilla), December 30, 1976

Figure 73. Photograph comparison of Barrio El Prado and Barrio
Abajo, in “Matarada,” Re-vista de arte y arquitectura 1, no.8 (1982)
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Figure 74. Newspaper photograph of Violencia, Diario del Caribe
(Barranquilla), April 12, 1978

Figure 75. Alipio Jaramillo, 9 de abril, 1948, oil on masonite
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Figure 76. Cover of La Violencia en
Colombia, 1962
Figure 77. Photographs in La Violencia en Colombia
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Figure 78. Alejandro Obregón, Violencia, 1962, oil on canvas

Figure 79. Pedro Alcántara, El martirio agiganta a los
hombres raíz, 1966, ink on paper
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Figure 80. Diego Arango, Conjunto testimonio, 1972, photo-collage
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Figure 81. Newspaper photograph of Violencia, April 9, 1978

Figure 82. Newspaper photograph of El Sindicato and Barricada, El Espectador (Bogotá),
July 17, 1978
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Figure 83. Jean Claude and Christo, Running Fence, 1972-1976,
installation in Marin and Sonoma Counties, California

Figure 84. Kurt Schwitters, Merzbau, 1919-1923,
architectural installation
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Figure 85. Newspaper photograph of Alan Neider, Basement Sculpture, 1977,
“Barricada en la 72,” Diario del Caribe (Barranquilla), July 23, 1978

Figure 86. Newspaper photograph of a protest in Barranquilla, 1978,
“Barricada en la 72,” Diario del Caribe (Barranquilla), July 23, 1978
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Figure 87. El Sindicato, Alacena con zapatos, 1978, assemblage, installation view at the
II Salón Regional de Artes Visuales, Barranquilla

Figure 88. Newspaper photograph of Ana Mercedes Hoyos and El Sindicato’s
works at the Salón Nacional, “Ganadores del Salón de Artes Visuales,” El Tiempo
(Bogotá), November 21, 1978
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Figure 89. Newspaper announcement for Avanzada, October 31, 1978

Figure 90. El Sindicato, Alacena con zapatos, 2000, assemblage. Version in
the collection of the Museo de Arte Moderno de Barranquilla
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Figure 91. Sara Modiano, Construcción, 1981, brick and wood

Figure. 92. Alberto Uribe, Untitled, 1981, wood and plastic hinges, as
installed for the 1981 Bienal Medellín
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Figure 93. Germán Linares, Untitled, intervention at a public park

Figure 94. Photograph of Europe monument at Albert Memorial, London (left) and
Álvaro Herazo, Sueños del viajero, intervention carried out in 1978 (right)
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